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THE LEGEND OF SOCRATES

BY JONATHAN WRIGHT

THERE is now, as there always has been, when civiUzation was

virile, a searching of the moral law under which man lives to

render life more conformable to rules that promise happiness to the

individual and success to the social organization. In the past his-

tory of Christian culture there have been innumerable experiments

to formulate new rules. Some of these have endured. Many have

perished. With the decay of primitive faith in Christian tenets of

creed and the efficacy of ritual, with a marked diminution in the

birth of new faith in some of the altered details of the old has

grown the tendency to search history for shreds of ethical rules laid

down before as well as since Christianity came into the world. For

the most part this may be in the way of curiosity and research, but

there is often a manifest desire that they shall be utilized in light-

ing up difficult and complicated problems of modern life. Much of

this has continued to come, as it has always come, from oriental

sources more or less directly. India still feeds western lands with

esoteric inspiration and impulses of thought.

The reversion, mild enough as yet in its manifestations, to the

study of classical literature is very likely to some extent a part of

this re-examination of the old, to some extent a dissatisfaction with

the results of the materialism of science. It can not be said that

the classicism, which came in with the renaissance among the human-

ities, was kept alive chiefly by a desire to study the moral law of the

ancients. It lasted for two or three hundred years when religious

strife and fanaticism were at their worst. Nevertheless, the com-

paratively recent relaxation of intolerance in most Christian creeds

has gone hand in hand with the drift from materialism, the secret

grudge against science, and has furnished an opportunity for the
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revival of ii-terests in the classics which scarcely existed a genera-

tion or two ago. Partly at least to this revival we owe the appear-

ance of a recent book^ on the legend of Socrates and the sources of

Platonic thought by Professor Dupreel in Belgium, a stronghold of

the Catholic Church. How far the impulse of the mind of the author

to approach with hostility the idea of the existence of a real Socra-

tes like the Platonic Socrates is due to a subtle atmosphere of jeal-

ousy of a rival of Christ in the affection of Christians, it is quite

impossible to say. It is sufficient however to remark that absolutely

no overt evidence of this can be adduced from the book itself and

it is very probable that the learned author is entirely unconscious

of any such impulse. The thought will obtrude itself however when

the critical reader observes with what readiness he grasps every

liint. with what tenacity he holds to every more serious reason for

believing there was no real estimable Socrates, that he was only the

figment of Plato's imagination as w^e know him.

Much of the old classicism, which flourished before the advent

of modern science almost a hundred years ago, has slumbered under

the ashes of neglect which then began to fall upon it. For much

like the half of that time the love of the classics has slept a sleep, un-

til within a few years, like the sleep of death. The suddenness with

which the awakening has come is to be explained by the persistence

of living embers which have never been extinguished. We turn

with interest then to a treatise which reminds us, by its lack of sym-

pathy with the legend of Socrates, that he has always been looked

upon by the Christians as second only to Christ in the value of the

moral ideas he set afloat in the world. Grudgingly the author has to

acknowledge that the real Socrates was much concerned with these

at least in a general way. This halting admission has its significance,

it might seem.

It is not likely that the new interest in the literature of ancient

Greece will bring about a Neo-Platonism much resembling the old,

but in denying there ever was a real Socrates like the Platonic

Socrates Dupreel will encounter the same kind, though of course

not in the same degree, of resistance as those who in the past have

denied the existence of a real Christ, but he will have the acquiescence

of a certain number of naturally skeptical men who believe in the

reality of neither and of a large number of men whose real intelli-

gence is so lacking as to entitle them to no serious attention. Like

' La Lcqcndc Socratiqnc et les sources de Platon, par Eugene Dupreel.

Bruxelles. 1922.
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Christ, possibly Socrates has also grown for us into a sort of myth

and for the same reason. Neither of them left behind any writings

of their own. Possibly this has heightened the stature of Socrates,

but like Christ, Socrates has had historians who knew him in the

life and we have their records of his spiritual and moral precepts.

We have been accustomed to regard Plato as the chief of these his-

torians. Dupreel tries to trace practically all of the "legend" of

Socrates to him. Practically he is the only one. Dupreel says from

his account of Socrates all others have originated, even those of

Xenophon and Aristotle. Plato created him. The real Socrates was

something quite different, quite inferior, perhaps like the one Aris-

tophanes hung in a basket on the stage, we may conjecture.

In our resentment we are inclined to suspect that the Belgian

professor has been betrayed into that aberration of the mind, into

that tendency at least, which makes of history a myth,
—

"all history

is bunk." This is but another aspect of the doctrine of Protagoras,

with which we shall find Socrates laboring—man is the measure of

all things. If that is so then every event appeals differently to

recorders as it occurs—every record as read appeals differently to

each reader—of course history is "bunk." What else could it be?

This is plain enough. We know too the error of those who wish

on every occasion to furnish up a myth into history. Thus every-

thing goes down into a welter of agnosticism. The modern historian

of Socrates can scarcely expect to escape the pitfalls hidden by the

atmosphere of his environment which emanates from a dominant

religion if not from that which emanates from the meticulous sci-

entific scrupulosity of historical research and analysis. It is to the

latter Dupreel is chiefly devoted. But even Troy became a myth
until Schliemann dug it out. Modern Egyptology gets on the trail of

many a personage who has been a myth but Prester John still eludes

historical research. It is inevitable, too, that one who dwells so

much in the minds of men as Buddha, Christ, Socrates, should be-

come something of a myth. Homer's heroes are still myths for us,

but Troy has regained something of its reality. All national heroes

tend toward apotheosis or oblivion. We struggle to know even the

real Washington—the real Lincoln. One impudent author after

another, oblivious to or ignorant of Protagoras and his doctrine,

tacks "the real" on his biography of our heroes.

How shall we succeed in differentiating in this legend of Socrates

the real man from the Platonic? Dupreel seems to think that must
have always been the question. Was it otherwise with Hercules?
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But SO far as we know none of the immediate successors of Plato

who was his pupil ever questioned the essential justness of the pupil's

marvelous portrait of him. Plato,—no one doubts it,—Xenophon

and Aristophanes knew a real Socrates and Plato, who knew him

best and was most capable of dealing with his philosophical and per-

sonal attributes, was the one the next generation followed in their

estimation of Socrates. It all seems extremely simple, but Dupreel

gives us the impression Plato destroyed a real man and created one

out of his own mind and out of fragments of the real man. We
know well that is what every historian, unconsciously as a rule,

begins to do, even he who first records. He distorts somewhat at

the start his hero out of the shape of the real man. He distorts too

the shape of the real world of life and if he is a great artist in liter-

ature, like Macaulay, all the more. But the historian of contempor-

ary lives and events hand us no aberration from reality such as

Dupreel charges on Plato, even if he writes as an artist and not

primarily as an historian. Supreme artist as he was he could not

have carried his art so far, we are forced to believe, so soon after

the real Socrates had drunk the hemlock. Real art has to have more

of reality than that. We should too certainly have had some pro-

test, some shaft of ridicule, left to us directed against Plato. Aris-

tophanes put the comic Socrates himself on the stage when Plato

was but seventeen years old. Would the comic writers of the fourth

century have been less lenient towards Plato than those of the fifth

towards Socrates himself? Surely not if the contemporaries of

Plato had not been imbued with the greatness of the real Socrates.

Even Punch mourned at the bier of Lincoln. Who, especially among

the Athenians, would not have made a burlesque out of the Platonic

Socrates, if he had been a joke? Aristotle was Plato's disciple for

a long time, seventeen years the records say, and he was born fifteen

years after the death of Socrates (399-384 B. C). He attributes,

apparently, much of Plato's doctrine, aside from his ethics, to Socra-

tes. Is it possible Plato during all this time of Aristotle's appren-

ticeship did not betray to his pupil the "real" Socrates, a creature

quite inferior to the created Socrates?

If we find so much in a general way to object to the iconoclasm

Dupreel exhibits towards the legend of Socrates it is very different

as to the origins of Platonic philosophy. Of this, more in detail, I

shall have something to say elsewhere. Here I only desire to refer

to that immediately concerning the personality of Socrates. It is

preposterous to think Plato had no background for his philosophy.
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no soil from which he cultivated it, no predecessors who sowed the

seeds and planted the plantain trees for Socrates to sit under.

Dupreel makes use of Diels, Burnet, Gomperz, Grote, Zeller, authors

much before his time, just as Plato doubtless did of Hippias and

Prodicus and Protagoras and Gorgias and many more. The Dissoi

Logoi are notes taken of lectures given in Athens by the sophists

antedating Plato, and Dupreel sees on comparing them with the

dialogues of Plato they are sprung from the same sources. Plato

creates a mythical Socrates and makes him superior to Protagoras

and those teachers from whom the lecture notes are taken but we
infer Socrates in real life was incapable of such refutations of any

original theory. This we gather from Dupreel's early pages and in

his last pages we find him disposed to insist Plato has mingled no

originality of his own thought in his dialogues with what he has

received from his predecessors. He says almost as much of Aris-

totle. He intimates that all these thoughts existed before his time

and Plato took them and polished them with his superb art so that

they have thus been preserved for us. They owe their existence

today to the setting he gave them.

The note book, Dissoi Logoi, seems to represent the kind of dis-

cussion, two sides to every question, among the sophists before Plato

and it seems from this and much other evidence that the method of

the Platonic Socrates is but their echo, but if he makes victorious

the doctrines he espouses it is not clear at all that the real Socrates

"entertained none of these doctrines." As we have no writings of

Socrates himself it is difficult to see how even an author so learned

as he of the University of Brussels knows whether he did or did

not hold such opinions, if we ignore the testimony of Plato and

Xenophon, who were at least his contemporaries and are said to have

been his disciples. If all the legend of Socrates started with Plato

and we do not believe Plato's legend, we certainly can not be very

learned in the matter of the real Socrates. Suffice it to say Plato

makes us believe every man of us should hold such doctrines and

in fact that is the reason we do hold them. And Plato originated

nothing, but borrowed it from the age in which Socrates lived? What
did Socrates believe anyhow ?

As to the form of short term dialogue, Dupreel says in the Men-
exenus and the Banquet Socrates is making fun of Aeschines, also

a writer of dialogues, a sophist Plato disliked, though he is said to

Iiave been also a disciple of Socrates. It seems there was an his-

torical Socrates, whom Dupreel can not evade. We are not willing
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to give him up. It seems he had disciples besides Plato and Xeno-

phon. What did he teach them? Plato was a rich man and an

aristocrat. The world of letters and philosophy and influence was

open to him. He might have had instruction from Protagoras and

Prodicus and Hippias and Gorgias, even from Parmenides, if they

were professors of learning in his youth, but from such as these

high-priced instructors how could Socrates get his lore? How even

from Anaxagoras, the high-placed friend of the noble Pericles?

Why should the son of a stone mason and a midwife have had such

advantages? Was it Socrates furnished Plato with doctrines and

if so where did he get them? To a professor worthily filling a post

in the University of Brussels this does seem a problem. How could

Connus and Prodicus and Parmenides and Anaxagoras have been

his teachers? Socrates must have had some real opinions as he was

a real man. He was put to death for them like a real man. We
assume, therefore, he held his opinions firmly and if Plato was his

pupil he taught them to him. Plato may have taken liberties with

his name. It is related Socrates before his death joked about the

young man putting thoughts in his mouth which had never occurred

to him. I suppose there can be no doubt of that, but such doctrine

as Plato did get from an untutored son of a mason and has given .

us were worth dying for and Socrates was a real man. That is about

the essential part of any legend.

In the Menexenus he says he learned wisdom from Aspasia, the

siren who captivated Pericles with it as well as with her beauty. In

the Banquet it was some fair Diotima he mentions, who had charms

for laying the plague in Athens and who taught him the charms of

love, evidently like Aspasia, a high-placed dame among the mistresses

of Athens. Dupreel says he was making fun, we have noted, of

Aeschines who had shown these heroines in such a shining double

light they were ridiculous, but the joke could only have been a good

one if there had been a real pug-nosed, poverty-stricken Socrates in

a ragged cloak and bare feet who went around the markets, known
to everyone, stopping reverend professors of philosophy and bother-

ing them and angering them by backing them into back alleys of

subtle argument. The gilded Aspasia and the faith curist Diotima

teaching such a figure as the real Socrates wisdom and love ivould

have been a joke, but it argues for a real Socrates not so very unlike

the Platonic Socrates or it would have been no joke at all to the

contemporary readers of the Banquet and the Menexenus. Like

other good jokes it was repeated in one of them with variations from
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the Other. That argues a public who knew both the tatters and the

wisdom of Socrates. If Socrates had not been what he was, a per-

sonahty that worried the trustees of the sophist faculties into wish-

ing him hung, it would not have been a good joke at all for Aris-

tophanes to hang him up in a basket toward the clouds to snuff fresh

air, when Athens had its fresh air fad away back in the time of

Diogenes Appolonius, a Socrates very like the jokes which flow from

his own mouth through Plato in the dialogues.

Plato makes a warrior of Socrates—a hoplites in armor when he

was a young man and Dupreel remarks Socrates, the real man, could

have been no hoplites, for they must have been rich, as they had to

buy their own armor. Plato is here caught making a slip, making

an aristocrat out of a penniless man, the poor son of poor parents.

I am not versed in such matters, but in the Peleponnessian war there

were 30,000 Athenian hoplites, according to Thucydides. This

began in 431 B. C, when there were 40,000 citizens. In 480 B. C.

there were 30,000 citizens and 12,000 hoplites.- Aristotle^ says

the hoplites were composed of rich men. In the Banquet Alcibiades

is made to say Socrates distinguished himself at the battle of Poti-

daea which we know took place in 429 B. C. When the army force

of the Athenian hoplites was three-fourths the number of citizens,

the rich man we may be sure found a way to put a poor man in full

panoply. We know of such things ourselves. The contempt with

which Socrates in the Euthydemus speaks of war as nothing but a

chase of men to deliver them over to the politicians who enslave them

is a talk we know of too, from recently returned soldiers, but it is

conceived with a different feeling from that of the care and atten-

tion and honor he gives to its military defenders in the Republic.

It is this way also in the Charmidcs of looking on war and other arts

from an utilitarian point of view which Dupreel says Plato borrows

from Prodicus and in which he had the support of Hippias. So the

pacifists w-ere a party in Greece before Plato. Alcibiades tells in the

Banquet how Socrates at Potidaea was a brave soldier, bore fatigue

without flinching, endured the heat and cold without apparently

noticing them, went barefoot in the snow. No one ever saw him
drunk there or elsewhere. He held his liquor like a gentleman. We
get the touch of the artist in all this. It is the hand of Plato, but

it is not impossible even with the inconsistencies noted. The men
who go to war hate it most, they may be the bravest of the brave,

^ Le Travail dans la Grcce anicnne, par G. Glotz. 1920; Lcs dcmocratics
antiques, par A. Croiset, 1920.

^Politics, VI, VII.
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but they talk one thing and do the other from compulsion or duty or

shame.

What a picture we get of Athens in the Banquet—a cross section

of a marvelous life? We see Socrates standing in a doorway across

the street, motionless and with fixed gaze listening in a trance to

what his guardian demon is saying to him. The inspiration of the

prophet and the poet was so interwoven with other interests—what

we might charitably call the recreations of intellectual life—that it

took a hue from the many contacts it had with its environment of

every kind and we note them all in the dialogues. The butcher, the

baker, the candlestick maker, the musician, the actor and the rhetori-

cian are cheek by jowl with the philosopher and the researcher. No
civilization like that has arisen elsewhere so to guide humanity along

the paths which matter and that did not endure. In the talk of the

sophist and the play of wit across the proscenium of the stage phil-

osophy and science were comrades with pot making and shoe making,

with carousing and debauchery. The jibes of Aristophanes and the

retorts of Socrates in the Banquet were the interplay of minds in

daily social contact of hail fellows well met, hardened to the play

of thrust and parry of the rudest kind without loss of temper and

self-respect, a democracy worth living in. Think of Alcibiades reel-

ing in drunken revelry, held on his feet by the flute-playing girl, his

arm around her, telling in his maudlin pathos of Socrates saving his

life on the field of battle, of his moralities and his philosophies.

Think of Socrates insisting to the few still awake, after the band

of revellers have broken in and made the confusion chaotic and de-

})arted. that the genius of comedy is the same as that of tragedy.

As they probed the depth of thought and feeling think of Socrates

drinking Alcibiades and Aristophanes under the table at cock crow

and going home to Xanthippe in the grip of the morning after a dip

in the bath at the gymnasium. The post prandial vinous intellectual-

ity of a very recent epoch stands out in all its hideous boredom in

our memories, but Plato has made the Banquet immortal, not by the

sublime dialogue there more than by the art of its setting. Scores

of dialogues may very likely have been written before and after by

other hands. In some of them Socrates has figured, but they have

all perished except Plato's—all but a few miserable fragments, or

such as have been thought might possibly have been from the hand

of the master. Shakespeare has been dead three hundred years,

Plato two thousand vears more. There is no third.
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Dupreel's view that Xenophon copied his Socrates from Plato is

not all borne out by reading- the Memorahilia. It is a very dull

Socrates, the Socrates of Xenophon, but the Socrates Plato scintil-

lates. We don't swell with enthusiasm and melt into tears over

Xenophon's Socrates, because he does not stand forth idealized and

draped by the art of Plato. Xenophon chose badly from his mem-
ories of his talk, but there was a real Socrates who impressed him

as well as Plato. The reader of the dialogues of Plato and the

Memorabilia of Xenophon can hardly come to any other conclusion.

The difference in the figure of Socrates is the difference in his

creators. The real Socrates, whatever he was, was one to inspire

two very talented but entirely different men, men of widely differ-

ent natures and capacities. It takes a real man to do that. Xeno-

phon was no mere copyist and his Memorabilia, though not an in-

spiration exactly, is no "second hand work." as Dupreel characterizes

it. It was not Plato of course, but it was by the author of the

Anabasis, the Cyropaedia, the Hellenica, a man thought fit to follow

Thucydides as the historian of Greece, and his work has survived.

He plays small along side of Plato in philosophy. This difference

in the two pupils of Socrates who were inspired to tell the world

that came after them about him, is all the more reason for believ-

ing in the real existence of a many-sided, marvelously-gifted Socra-

tes who inspired such men, such antithetical men as Plato and

Xenophon, each to make a hero of him after their own kind. Xeno-

phon may have plundered Aeschines and Antisthenes for Socrates

and the Socratic dialogue. I don't know about that, but he did not

get Socrates from Plato.

The literary figure of Socrates may have been formed by Plato

and Aeschines and Antisthenes and Aristophsnes before Xenophon

wrote his Memorabilia, but that there was not a real and a really

remarkable Socrates for all these men to hang their fables on, seems

absurd to a generation which is tacking every sort of a story on

Abraham Lincoln. A great sculptor has even made him look like the

^^'^all Street director of a bank—our Abe. This is one of the best

Lincoln jokes the western farmer boy knows. The real Abe in

bronze has been sent out of the country and stands in a Birmingham

square—unexplained—in spite of the insight Mr. Roosevelt had of

the hero of the Illinois prairies. Certainly no one can be very much
interested in Xenophon's Socrates but one is very much in Plato's

Socrates and if Plato has made an aristocratic hoplites out of a real

plebian Socrates he has done no more than the artists who lend a
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grace to the rail splitter in the woods along the Sangamon, which

really belongs to Fifth Avenue and Beacon Street, who discovered

Lincoln late.

But there is no mistaking the fact that the art of Plato has added

stature to the Socratic figure. We can not believe any real man,

Socrates though he may have been, could foresee the end of his

argument and cling spontaneously to it through pages on pages to

victory, if not over his opponent, over the mentality of Plato's read-

ers. We can not believe that any man can thus argue with such

equally convincing power on both sides of a question and then bring

us satisfied after all to the view that it is beyond mortal power to

answer it either way. That is Plato's genius and his is marvelous

enough when written deliberately and slowly on his tablets, doubt-

less with many erasures and interpolations. That is the finish of the

highest art, but when it is said to have been spoken extemporaneously

and laid in the mouth of the best imaginable Socrates, common sense

refuses to believe it of any but a god. The hero, who sees only one

side of his shield, is nauseatingly familiar in every melodrama, the

vacillating pedant and the political trimmer are every-day objects of

epithets of contempt, and to erect into a hero a mortal man who

looks on both sides of the medal—into an incomparable hero too,

marching to inevitable death, stopping long enough in the portico of

the King Archon to ridicule the smug Euthyphro, is a triumphant

achievement of the human intellect—none greater. And at last, "The

hour of departure has arrived, and we go our ways,—I to die and

you to live. Which is better God only knows."



THE PROBLEM OF PERSONAL IMMORTALITY

BY R. PETSCH

THE belief in immortality reflects in its development the most

different phases and the most manifold turning points in the his-

tory of mankind. Often denied and combated, often materialized

and polluted, it is yet indestructable like the spirituality of mankind

itself. It always arises again with new life when a generation such

as ours begins to turn away from the brutal reality and listens to

the voices which penetrate from the innermost soul. The monstrous

murder of the world war, the spendthrift policy which all the nations

partaking in it had to commit in real or imaginary necessity of de-

fence of their existence, and carried on at the expense of their most

precious possession, their youth, has brought out with a sort of super-

compensation the incomparable value of man's soul. The ever-pres-

ent consciousness of death laying in wait brought forth in the best

and most mature intellects the certainty of a higher and infinite des-

tination, a destination transcending the bounds of life. The re-awak-

ening of idealistic and personalistic thought, which had already

started before the war. was here completed in an unforeseen way:
namely, in the sense of the indestructible final substance, the soul-

force acting according to its own constant life-laws. To the uncon-

ditionally active soul, following impulses absolutely its own, with

its infinite hunger for full and most personal development, for fur-

ther extension, for eternal growth and continuous refinement, the

thought of an end is inconceivable, just as to a logic schooled in the

world of the senses the thought of immortality is indemonstrable.

Nevertheless, with a deeper and closer exposition of this series of

thoughts, the senses enter into their rights again ; just as no religious

experience can exist or manifest itself without symbols, so must every

thought of the immortality of the soul borrow its colors from the

colored reality, even if they be the most delicate and least obtrud-

ing tones and shades. And as long as we remember this necessity as
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such, and also incorporate into our ideas of the consciousness how
inadequate all these indispensible symbols are, there is nothing to

object to in their use ; only with such deductions and limitations can

man experience and enjoy in the highest sense that which is more

than human. But if we discard all conceptions of a heavenly land-

scape, of a boundless life in aesthetically pleasing and ethically ele-

vating forms, if we remove all earthborn ideal conceptions from our

picture of the beyond, retaining them at most as necessary help for

our concept, but for no more, there remains a question which from

earliest memory has occupied man again and again and which at

times stirred the best to their very depth. The question is : Shall we
see each other again in the beyond ? Is that, too, only an earthborn

concept, to be discarded critically ; or is there at least the possibility

of reality, with which we may anyhow reckon, and which we may
unite with the innermost kernel of our thoughts of immortality.

Perhaps a few words to clarify this question may not be out of place.

First of all, one point must be settled: What of us survives?

Certainly not the body, without which we can conceive of no intel-

lectual life : not any soul life based on our experiences and on the

peculiar construction of our soul. The expression of such soul life

need not. however, be identical in essence with what we clearly feel

as corporeal. Just as we decline every materialism, so we refuse

to accept every theosophical, esoteric teaching of the ethereal body, in

which we can only see a sublimated form of materialism. What is

the entelechy in the sense of Goethe? It is the constructive prin-

ciple of spiritual existence. It is the personal setting of an aim to

our life process which by no means need be defined in a material

sense, but may be designated as a directive tendency, as the inclina-

tion to self-development, to intensification of being, or to the calm

enjoying of self in the fullness of life or in intellectual enlighten-

ment—but which is still further characterized by the selection of

the sensuous which it draws into itself, as well as by the individual

tempo and rhythm of its life processes. That the latter forms of

manifestation are given to us by existing earth conditions is undeni-

able : but we are much too ready to regard these somewhat acciden-

tal conditions as equally necessary and eternal with the essential

traits, because we neither have nor can have any experience what-

ever of the behavior of personality under quite dififerent and remote

conditions. Nevertheless not the mystic alone, but every man with

any depth has at times the irrepressible need to think of his ego as

freed from all earthly ties, conditions, and definitions ; and to listen
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to the innemiost driving force of his soul. But it is that innermost

soul alone which the spiritual man can. and wants, to think immortal

and incorruptible. Who would want to drag through all eternity

these earth conditions, the slender sensory satisfactions of which he

has by unspeakable tortures and humiliations to purchase daily. Thus

for us the question arises : does being with those "nearest" to us,

using the word in its highest and most daring sense, belong to the

externals ; or does it touch anywhere the core of our personality ?

This can only be decided separately in each case. We come into con-

tact with a countless number of persons in the course of a year with-

out being fundamentally moved ; there may even be people who are

quite unreceptive to any influence from other personalities ;
there

are others who are "hungry for men" (Menschenhungrig) but who

consider their neighbors as substance, or as an object for a certain

aesthetic pleasure, perhaps also for moral judgment if not for blat-

ant self-interest. Of all this, we do not speak here. All these types

of people do not interpenetrate, although a pure aesthetic devotion

may enjoy the manifestation of an inner power in some mode of

deeper vision. But a real understanding of others we only get

through the medium of "love," by apparently extinguishing our own

ego, and by thinking ourselves into the soul of the other, which now

becomes our own soul. The repression, and still less the extinction,

of our own personality is only apparent : there is merely a change

of aim in the soul's energies, perhaps for a shorter, perhaps for a

longer time. In all cases, the living thing which by love we have

acquired, will become an integral part of our personality; it will

become one of the deciding factors in the force of our soul and as

such will act even when the bearer of this force has been lost to our

bodily eyes, and even when we no longer think of him. As the

energies and directions of force inherited from our father's' and

mother's side continue to act in us, without our being conscious of

them in most cases, so also with the influences of those personali-

ties whom we have conquered through love. But we especially

treasure and cleave to these influences because we attach to them a

value which we have experienced, and which life cannot take away
from us. For. in love, only that aspect of the loved one continues

to live in us which was of special value for us : that by which we felt

intensified and deepened. And as we are conscious of this action

we retain a livelier and more precious picture of the loved one than

even his bodily presence or most effective portrait could give us.

This is not a case of mere remembrance of loving thought : it is an
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effect of the personal life of the other in us, and of our personal

life in him. Certainly it is not easy for us to see quite clearly into

these inner processes because of the duality of our nature. In other

words, being spiritual as well as sensuous, we are bound to the cor-

poral phenomenon, and by association the outward phenomena

always appear before us with the inner being in order to react again

on our sense-nature. Still, from what has been said already, it

becomes clear to us that this way of seeing is only the necessary out-

come of the connection of our spiritual principle with matter and

with the relations of the world of experience. Thus it begins to

dawn on us that it might also be otherwise ; that the death of the

other cannot hinder and interrupt this most tender, intimate inter-

course of the soul. Often enough, it happens that the corporeal,

final separation makes the relation of the living with the dead friend

only purer and deeper. But as soon as the continued existence of

the proper spiritual man is assured, we shall be of firm faith that

everything which we grasped in love follows us into a far future,

in a lasting communion, even when every remembrance of one's own

and of the others "empirical individuality" has vanished. What has

been acquired in love belongs to the active and moulding forces of

the entelechy ; and in the beyond a Faust cannot, be without Gretchen

just as she will be drawn with magic force to her lover. We are

mistaken when we believe that such a spiritual union and acting

together gives no satisfaction, that it cannot replace a full union in

an earthly sense. Here again our values are based on our earthly

position which does not hold good for eternal life. In the deepest

recesses of our personality, we do not value in our friend and our

lover that which comes near to us in everyday life through the

senses, but the soul which is active in all these things and cannot

be grasped from without. This central core can become our sure

property and the "meeting in eternity" signifies only the purest,

closest, indestructible community, the glor}^ of which we can only

conceive in rare moments of enlightened vision.

In any case there is no other means given us to secure the lasting

union with the beloved one than to love with our whole soul, to love

in such a way that we appear no longer to live our life for ourselves

but in heartiest wooing of the other soul. And if we succeed in

kindling in that other soul an equal love, and an equal honest need

for our personality, then our friend remains as closely tied to us

as we to him, whether he believes in immortality and a meeting after

death or not. and whatever his conception of such a meeting may be.



THE ETHICS OF JOHN DEWEY

BY J. V. NASH

JOHN DEWEY, in Human Nature and Conduct, has presented a

theory of ethics which exhibits a relation to the older school of

morals somewhat analogous to that which the modernist movement

in religion bears to the traditional theological orthodoxies. Recent

tendencies in psychology are here applied to the problem of conduct,

and their implications thoroughly worked out. All supernatural

sanctions are discarded and morality grounded squarely on evolu-

tion, human nature, and the social environment.

The Deveian system is remorselessly scientific and pragmatic

;

yet it flowers in spiritual values, expressed in the idealism of self-

realization and human fellowship. The individual self merges into

the social, without loss of its own sovereignty and autonomy. John

Dewey seems to have performed the remarkable feat of bringing

William James, the pragmatist, and Josiah Royce, the idealist, to-

gether in a friendly handclasp, while H. G. Wells hovers in the

background, pronouncing benedictions out of God the hwisible King

and Alen Like Gods.

And yet, after all, the basis of the new ethics is not new ; it is that

of individual realization—or salvation, if you will—through fellow-

ship and service. He who of old said : "I have come to let them have

life, and to let them have it in abundance" (John x.lO) also declared

:

"H anyone wishes to be first, he must be the last of all and the serv-

ant of all" (Mark ix.35). And Paul accompHshed the synthesis of

the individual with the social in the words : "We are individually

parts of one another." (Rom. xii.5).^

Such was the message of another great religious teacher, de-

nounced as a heretic by modern orthodoxy—the late George Burman
Foster, who conceived the mission of religion to be "the formation

of free and independent personalities, and a kingdom of such person-
1 Quotations from the recent Goodspeed translation of the New Testament.
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alities, in which all are ends, and no one mere means, the relation-

ship among them to be one of mutual love and service." -

Such, too. was the lesson which Maeterlinck learned from the

bees,—the articulation of the individual in the life of the group; a

lesson through which he overcame the terror of death, and which

lighted the pathway to the new Romanticism of which he is the

prophet.

This is pretty close to Royce's vision of the Great Community,

on which his dying eyes rested in the midst of a war-torn w'orld :^

"Its members wall not be merely individual human beings, nor

yet mere collections or masses of human beings, however vast, but

communities of some sort. . . . Ethical individualism has been, in

the past, one great foe of the Great Community. Ethical individ-

ualism, whether it takes the form of democracy or of the irrespons-

ible search on the part of individuals for private happiness or for

any other merely individual good, will never save mankind. Equally

useless, however, for the attainment of humanity's great end would

be any form of mere ethical collectivism ; that is, any view which

regarded the good of mankind as something which masses or crowds

or disorganized collections of men should win. . . . Loyalty, the

devotion of the self to the interests of the community, is indeed the

form which the highest life of humanity must take, whether in a

political unit, such as in a nation, or in the church universal, such

as Paul foresaw. Without loyalty, there is no salvation."

Dewey aproaches the subject from the side of biology, psychol-

ogy, and sociology ; interpreting the accumulated results of research

in the fields of these sciences in terms of humanism and ethics.

The somewhat discursive treatment of his theme is explained

by the fact that the book grew out of a series of university lectures

delivered in California during the year 1918.

Moralists, says Dewey, have thought of human nature as essen-

tially evil because it resisted the yoke which they tried to place upon

it. "'Parents, priests, chiefs, social censors have supplied the aims,

aims which were foreign to those upon whom they were imposed

—

to the young, laymen, ordinary folk ; a few have given and adminis-

tered rule, and the mass have in a passable fashion and with reluct-

ance obeyed."

The morality of the theologians, according to Dewey, would seem

to be something akin to what Nietzsche called "slave morals." "Gen-

2 See The Open Court, June, 1922, and January, 1923.
'' The Hope of the Great Community, posthumous essays by Josiah Rove, 1916.
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erally speaking," he says, "good people have been those who did

what they were told to do, and lack of eager compliance is a sign

of something wrong in their nature." Thus, "men have turned

moral rules into an agency of class supremacy."

However, Dewey believes that there was in the beginning no

deliberate design to rule by imposing moral rules upon the masses.

He believes that ignorance of human nature and its rightful claims

is the primary cause of the false moral rules that have grown up.

The reason for this ignorance is that there was absolutely no scien-

tific knowledge of any kind. "Lack of understanding of human

nature is the primary cause of disregard for it."

He goes on to say : "A decline in the authority of social oligarchy

was accompanied by a rise of scientific interest in human nature."

Might it not be truer to the fact, however, to see in the rise of scien-

tific interest, with the coming of the Renaissance and the spread of

the new learning through the invention of printing, that which was

really the chief factor in the decline of social oligarchy and the birth

of democracy, which in turn opened the way for scientific inquiry

into human nature ? In other words, the advance of physical science

broke down rigid class barriers and prejudices, so that there could

be a free study of human nature.

Dewey states the purpose of his book as "a discussion of some

phases of the ethical change involved in positive respect for human
nature when the latter is associated with scientific knowledge."

His point is well taken wherein he shows that the separating of

morals from physiology and psychology has resulted in a conven-

tional goodness that is abnormal and pathological, because cut off

from living roots in human nature. "The badness of good people

... is the revenge taken by human nature for the injuries heaped

upon it in the name of morality." Thus we find people who are

"holy terrors." But such morality is usually negative, manifesting

itself in insipidity of character, sham "respectability." and down-

right hypocrisy. It is a "drab morality," in which one dreads to

be himself. Its great aim is avoidance of what is considered bad

form, and in observing prohibitions, rather than in positive action

that has ethical value.

He shows how the church, finding this system of morality un-

workable, has got around it. The Catholic Church, with its super-

natural morality, nevertheless allows many dispensations to the mul-

titude and concessions to the frailties of the flesh. It is only the

select few, who retire to monasteries, that attempt to live up to
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the church's ideal morality. Protestantism has accomplished the

same result by its emphasis upon "justification by faith," which

winks at "tlaily lapses into the gregarious morals of average

Conduct."

Dewey speaks of "those forceful natures who cannot tame them-

selves to the required level of colorless conformity." Their attitude

is usually unconscious, however, and "they are heartily in favor of

morality for the mass, as making it easier to manage them. Their

only standard is success, putting things over, getting things done.

Being good is to them practically synonymous with ineffectuality

;

and accomj)lishment, achievement, is its own justification. They

know by experience that much is forgiven to those who succeed and

they leave goodness to the stupid, to those whom they qualify as

boobs."

This certainly is much akin to Nietzsche's idea of the superman,

who is a law to himself, "beyond good and evil." This sort of char-

acter, however, according to Dewey, is very apt to degenerate into

hypocrisy, since men of this type usually pay tribute to established

institutions and are fierce "in their denunciations of all who openly

defy conventionalized ideals."

Another evil result of this false morality is that those who rebel

against it usually fly to the other extreme and identify freedom with

complete licentiousness, and think that the way to realize their indi-

viduality is by the most abandoned gratification of their physical

passions. "They treat subjection to passion as a manifestation of

freedom in the degree in which it shocks the bourgeois."

Again, those few who do take seriously the idea of morals sep-

arated from the actual facts of human nature are apt to become

'"spiritual egotists." He says that "their exaltation of conceit makes

them absolutely inhuman in their selfishness." "William James, in

his Varietifif of Reliaious Experience, cites some examples of this

type which bear out Dewey's statement.

In other cases, says Dewey, this ideal moral world becomes a

refuge from the real world, into which men retire from time to time,

sometimes offsetting the strain by "pleasurable excursions into the

delights of the actual." History, to be sure, records many cases of

irdivid"als who have lived in alternating periods of piety and de-

bauchery.

One '^^f the worst efifects of the separation of morals from human
nature, thinks Dewey, is that human nature is left without any guide

in the o-dinary relationships of business, civic life, friendship, and
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recreation. "In short, the severance of morals from human nature

ends by driving morals inwards, from the public, open, out-of-doors

air and light of day, into the obscurities and privacies of an inner

life."

This driving inward of morality results in "the almost complete

severance of ethics from politics and economics." The former is

regarded as summed up in edifying exhortations, and the latter as

connected with arts of expediency separated from larger issues of

good."

This explains why there are today two schools of social reform,

one based upon "the notion of a morality which springs from an

inner freedom, something mysteriously cooped up within personality,"

holding that the way to change institutions is for men to purify

their hearts. On the other hand, we have the school which main-

tains that "men are made what they are by the forces of the environ-

ment, that human nature is purely malleable, and that till institutions

are changed nothing can be done." It is the old problem of free will

versus determinism.

Neither of these views, Dewey believes, expresses the real truth.

He holds that there is an alternative. "All conduct is interaction

between elements of human nature and the environment, natural

and social. He believes that progress proceeds in two ways, and

that "freedom" is found "in that kind of interaction which main-

tains an environment in which human desire and choice count for

something." There are forces within man as well as outside, and

the problem of ethics is one of adjustment, intelligently attained.

Morals are not degraded by dealing with material things. Much
of the suffering and unnecessary slavery of the world, he thinks, is

due to the inherited belief that moral questions can be settled pri-

vately in our minds, apart from any practical application of knowl-

edge in industry, law, and politics.

This shows that Dewey would apply to ethics the pragmatic

method which William James applied to philosophy. In other words,

the test of the value of moral ideas is their result in practical action.

According to Dewey, this view of ethics will do away with the

dualism of which we have been speaking in morality. "It would put

an end to the impossible attempt to live in two unrelated worlds."

Again, it makes ethics a social, not an individual science, because "it

would find the nature and activities of one person coterminous with

those of other human beings, and therefore link ethics with the study

ot history, sociology, law, and economics."
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He does not claim that such a view of ethics would automatically

solve moral problems or make the moral life as simple as speeding

down a lighted boulevard. It would simply enable us to approach

moral problems with a constantly growing fund of knowledge based

on past experience.

In short, morals must be integrated with human nature, and both

with the environment. Then we shall have a science of ethics recog-

nizing the continuity of nature, man. and society, and which will be

(1) serious but not fanatical, (2) aspiring but not sentimental, (3)

adapted to reality but not conventional. (4) sensible but not profit-

seeking, (5) idealistic but not romantic.

Such a point of view brings morals down to earth, and "if they

still aspire to heaven, it is to the heavens of the earth, and not to

another world."

He then goes into an extended discussion of various factors

entering into human nature and conduct: (1) The place of habit in

conduct, (2) the place of impulse in conduct, and (3) the place of

intelligence in conduct.

Habits are compared to physiological functions like breathing

and digesting, though the latter are involuntary while habits are

acquired. Habits are social, for if an individual were alone in the

world he would not be able to form habits. Psychologists agree with

this ; a child allowed to grow up separated from all human contact

would not and could not develop a personality.

Dewey asserts that there is no such thing as "neutrality in con-

duct." "Conduct." he says, "is always shared," and so it is mean-

ingless to say that conduct ougJit to be social, for it necessarily is

social, whether good or bad.

Individuals come and go, but their habits endure ; therefore the

kind of world that our descendants will enjoy depends upon the

habits that we practice. Simply wishing for the abolition of war,

industrial justice, greater equality of opportunity for all, will not

bring them about. "There must be change in the objective arrange-

ments and institutions. We must work on the environment, not

merely on the hearts of men."

Desire, while a feeble thing, may set the ball rolling. "Every

ideal is preceded by an actuality ; but the ideal is more than a repe-

tition in inner image of the actual. It projects in securer and wider

and fuller form some good which has been previously experienced

in a precarious, accidental, fleeting wav." Thus, by occasionally

seeing wild flowers, man came to desire the beauty the flowers, and
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this led to cultivation of them making better flowers and in greater

abundance.

The essence of habit he believes, "is an acquired predisposition

to ways or modes of response." It means "special sensitiveness or

accessibility to certain classes of stimuli, standing predilection and

aversions, rather than bare recurrence of specific acts. It means

will."

Although he rejects individualistic free will, he does hold that

environment binds the will.

Taking up "Character and Conduct," he discusses free will and

ideas of morality which have been widely accepted heretofore. Here

are two characteristic sentences

:

"A holiness of character which is celebrated only on holy-days is

unreal."

"A virtue of honesty, or chastity, or benevolence, which lives

upon itself apart from definite results, consumes itself and goes up

in smoke."

We must recognize that in a changing world old habits have to

be modified, no matter how good they have seemed to us. "Any
observed form or object is but a challenge," and so it is with our

ideals of justice, peace, human brotherhood, equality, or order. The

new psychology will assist "in breaking down of old rigidities of

habit and preparing the way for acts that recreate an environment.

He shows that customs are not formed by a consolidation of

individual habits but chiefly because individuals face the same situ-

ations and react in the same way. An individual usually acquires

the morality as he inherits the speech of his social group. This

seems verv evident. Certainly a man born in Turkey will acquire

different ideals of morality from one born in Presbyterian Scotland.

Dewey believes that we have been unfair to the helpless child in

forcing our beliefs upon it. "Education," he says, "becomes the

art of taking advantage of the helplessness of the young; the form-

ing of habits becomes a guarantee for the maintenance of hedges of

custom."

Customs, savs Dewey, have supplied the st indnrds o personal

activities : they "constitute moral standards." This seems to be true

:

the word moral itself is from the Latin "mores," which means cus-

toms, as in the famous exclamation of Cicero : "O tempora, o mores."

He criticises Westermarck for treating sympathetic resentment

and approbation as pure emotions giving rise to acts. He declares

that "feelings as well as reason spring up within action." It is
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breach of or fidelity to custom that excites in us sympathetic resent-

ment or approbation.

The chfiferent classes in society develop their own customs, which

are their working morals, and each class believes it is right ; but com-

merce, travel, communication, war, inventions in industry, etc., are

constantly breaking up the old customs ; "frozen habits thaw out

and all are mixed again."

It is so with nations and races. Today nations and races with

diflferent moral standards are facing each other. "The demand of

each side," he says, "treats its opponent as a wilful violator of moral

principles, an expression of self-interest or superior might." (This

was written in the year 1918.)

The discussion from there on is chiefly of psychological interest,

until we come to the chapter on "The uniqueness of Good." By
means of the true psychology, he believes, we have revealed to us

the nature of good or satisfaction. "Good consists in the meaning

that is experienced to belong to an activity when conflict a»id entan-

glement of various incompatible impulses and habits terminate in a

unified orderly release in action." In other words, good is a resolu-

tion of conflicting elements, resulting in an action that gives us satis-

faction. Many of our unifications, however, are merely temporary

compromises. The good is not a stereotyped, monotonous thing. On
the contrary, "the good is never twice alike. It never copies itself.

It is new every inorning. fresh every evening. It is unique in its

every presentation."

In the chapter on "The Nature of Aims," he shows the pernicious

effect of the idea of "fixed ends," which was the cornerstone of

orthodox moral theory. We do not shoot arrows because targets

exist, but we set up targets simply to make our shooting more sig-

nificant and effective, and we keep changing the targets. Making

motive or intention the touchstone of morals is equally futile. It

makes them an end. Dewev would do away with such "ends" com-

pletelv. Ends are in fact endless, "forever coming into existence

as new activities occasion new consennences." This he believes is

equivalent to saying that "there are no ends—that is, no fixed, self-

enclosed finalities."

In "The Nature of Principles." he crit'C'ses Kant's philosonhy in

certain particulars, but p'^vs tribute to the moral value of Kant's

famous rule of action, that the test of an act is whether an individual

would want to make it a tmiversal l^w. "Looked at in the light of

reason, everv mean, insincere, inconsiderate motive of action shrivels
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into a private exception which a person wants to take advantage of

in his own favor, and which he would be horrified to have others

act upon. . . . Kindly, decent acts, on the contrary, extend and mul-

tiply themselves in a continuing harmony."

In Desire and Intelligence he maintains that "impulse is primary'

and intelligence secondary and in some sense derivative." Recog-

nition of this fact, however, he thinks exalts intelligence, "for

thought is not the slave of impulse to do its bidding. Impulse does

not knows what it is after; it cannot give orders even if it wants to.

It rushes blindly into any opening it chances to find. Anything that

expends it satisfies it. . . . Intelligence converts desire into plans,

systematic plans based on assembling facts, reporting events as they

happen, keeping tab on them and analyzing them." On the other

hand, "nothing is so easy to follow as impulse, and no one is deceived

so readily as a person under strong emotion. . . . Impulse burns

itself up; emotion cannot be kept at its full tide."

In Part IV he states that conduct, when discussed under heads

like habit, impulse, and intelligence, gets "artificially shredded." He
now sums up the ethical problem. Very briefly, we see that morality

is not something static

—

it is a process. His leading conclusion is

that "morals has to do with all activity into which alternative pos-

sibilities enter. For wherever they enter, a difference between better

and worse arises."

He would apply the trial and error method to ethics. "All moral

judgment is experimental and subject to revision by its issue." Here

again we see the ethical pragmatist. He scorns the old traditional

school of morals which, while displaying anxious solicitude for a few

acts, gives most others "baths of exemption," so that "a moral mora-

torium prevails for everyday affairs."
;

Morals, he declares, "means growth of conduct in meaning. . . .

In the largest sense of the word, morals is education. It is learning

the meaning of what we are about and employing the meaning in

action." Again he hammers away at the idea of "fixed ideals." "If

it is better to travel than to arrive, it is because traveling is a con-

stant arriving, while that arrival which precludes further traveling

is most easilv attained by going to sleep or dying."

His empirical position is expressed again and again with the

greatest force. Progress means "extension of the significance found
within experience." We must not. however, expect such progress

to bring us immunity from perplexity and tro'ible. If lie were going

to make a categorical imperative like Kant, he would sav : "So act
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as to increase the meaning of present experience." Experience, then,

is our moral guide. But there can be no absolute imperative. Each

case must be acted upon on its own merits.

The business man compares today's liabilities and assets with yes-

terday's, and it should be so morally with the business of living.

He discusses the relation of evolution to ethics, and believes that

"the ethical import of the doctrine of evolution is enormous." Evolu-

tion means "continuity of change." The old fixed goal idea leads

to pessimism and the war showed the bankruptcy of our old ethical

standards. After all, man lives because he has the urge of living

and not because of philosophical reasons for living. Even the expe-

rience of trouble and failure is valuable in furnishing us instruction.

Humility is an aid to endeavor and we should prize every opportun-

ity of present growth.

What is perfection? He believes it means "perfecting, fulfil-

ment, fulfilling, and the good is now or never."

Plato. Aristotle, and Spinoza, made good and evil too much of

intellectual abstractions. I'tilitarianism was on a better scent but

put too much value into the future. Good must be made a matter

of social experience here and now.

Dewey's doctrine is not mere Epicureanism, which failed to con-

nect good with the full reach of activities. That is true, he main-

tains, of all theories based on the individual self. It is not the resi-

dence of experience that counts, but the contents of the house. We
must visualize a larger self and the way to help others is to give them

opportunity to enlarge and strengthen their personalities. He would

have us delivered from professional reformers and busybodies.

Since morals is concerned with everyday conduct, and "grows

out of specific empirical facts," he has no good word for "supernat-

ural commands, rewards, and penalties." Morals is a human thing;

'"it is that which is closest to human nature ; it is ineradicably empiri-

cal, not theological nor metaphysical nor mathematical." Moral sci-

ence is related to other sciences. He believes that even Spencer's

ethics was too Utopian.

However, he points out that morality "resides not in perception

of fact, but in the use made of its perception. . . . Perception of

things as they are is but a stage in the process of making them dif-

ferent." And so morality begins with the use of our knowledge of

natural law. and "use varying with the active system of disposition

and desires.''
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Conflict is the goad which stirs ns to observation and memory and

instigates us to invention, but social hostility is not the road to social

harmony. Darwinism has been perverted in making it appear to

sanction war and brutality of competition. On the other hand, we
should not profess smug satisfaction with things as they are, for to

do so is hypocrisy. We should recognize existing facts and use

them "as a challenge to intelligence to modify the environment and

change habits."

He believes that the road to freedom "may be found in that

knowledge of facts which enables us to employ them in connection

wth desires and aims." Freedom contains three chief elements: (1)

efficiency in action, ability to carry out plans, (2) capacity to vary

plans, to change the course of action, and (3) the power of desire

and choice to be factors in events.

We do not use the present to control the future, he says, but "we

use the foresight of the future to refine and expand present activ-

ities." It is in this use of desire, deliberation, and choice, that, for

Dewey, freedom is actualized.

Finally, in the last chapter, he emphasizes the fact once more

that morality is social. Our thinking is largely determined by fac-

tors outside our conscious mind. Our conscience is based on our

feeling for the opinion of our follows. Moral judgment and moral

responsibility are the work of the social environment and show con-

clusively that our morality is social. The actions of an individual

bear the stamp of his community just as does the language he speaks.

This is simply a statement of fact, without saying that it is right, as

when a man is socially admired just because he has made money.

Mere blame or approbation does not determine underlying ethical

values. "If the standard of morals is low, it is because the educa-

tion given by the interaction of the individual with hs social environ-

ment is defective."

The scientific study of human nature will give us the method and

materials for true judgments on human conduct. The development

of the science of hiunan nature is, therefore, a matter of prime im-

portance for a right understanding of ethics. Religion, he thinks,

has lost itself in cults, dogma, and myth, instead of being a sense of

the whole and a spontaneous thing. It has produced "an intolerable

superiority on the part of the few and an intolerable burden on the

part of the many."

Every act of ours must carry with it a sense of the whole to

which it belongs and wh.ich in a sense belongs to it : yet we are re-
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sponsible only for our own personal acts and are freed from the bur-

den of responsibility for the whole. His last sentences are sugges-

tive of Royce's idea in the "Great Community":

"Within the flickering inconsequential acts of separate selves

dwells a sense of the whole which claims and dignifies them. In its

presence we put off mortality and live in the universal. The life of

the community in which we live and have our being is the fit symbol

of this relationship. The acts in which we express our perception of

the ties which bind us to others are its only rites and ceremonies."



THE IDEA OF GOD TODAY: THE NEO-AGNOSTIC VIEW

BY VICTOR S. YARROS

IT IS a truism nowadays that ideas and doctrines evolve just as

institutions and movements do. Old names may be used by think-

ers who have little else in common with their predecessors. The

Christian of today is not what the Christian of the middle ages, or

even of a century ago, was. The Freethinker of today is not likely

to be a follower of Robert G. Ingersoll or even of Thomas Paine.

The Positivist of today is not a rigorous follower of Auguste Comte.

Conceptions and ideas change with advance in science, with the

general spirit of the age, with all manner of currents and tendencies

which indirectly and subtly affect our habits of thought and our

use of language.

The idea of God is, of course, no exception to the rule just

referred to. That idea has undergone many changes, as scholarly

works on the subject have shown. The point of the present paper

is, however, a special one, in a sense. The idea of God is changing,

as it were, before our own eyes. The discussion of it takes a line

that would hardly have been possible even a decade ago.

Under what influences is the change in question being effected?

It is hard to say. The new psychology is one factor ; the philosophi-

cal study of the development and evolution of language is another;

anthropology and what may be called descriptive sociology'—an

inexact phrase, of course—have of late rendered great service to

the cause of sober and honest thinking on the subject of religion.

The new logic and the new view of the mission and scope of philoso-

phy have contributed to the result in question.

Those who entertain lingering doubts concerning the decline and

disappearance of the crude theological notion of a personal God—the

God of the Bible, if the Bible be given a literal interpretation—or

the misty and nebulous metaphysical notion of God—the power in
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the universe which makes for righteousness—would do well, to read

and re-read such significant books as Prof. James H. Leubas, The

Belief in God and luuiiortality. Prof. C. O. Beckwith's The Idea of

God, and Prof. A. J. Leighton's Religion and the Mind of Today.

To contrast the tone, spirit and method of these works with the

manner of matter of Mr. Balfour's lately republished Foundations

of Belief, is to become aware of a difference of atmosphere, of per-

spective and of background. It was easy enough to refute Mr. Bal-

lour a quarter of a century ago; indeed, Huxley and Spencer per-

formed that operation with neatness and thoroughness. Today, no

well-informed student of belief and its foundations cares to argue

with Mr. Balfour. His argument strikes one as irrelevant, antiquated,

pointless.

The truth has dawned on the modern mind that there is, in real-

ity, no "idea" of God. The term is still freely used, but those who
use it are totally unable to attach any half definite meaning to it.

They know that, if they try to define it, language fails them and

the mind reels. The modern man, even if but slightly educated,

cannot seriously maintain that there is a place which may be called

"heaven" and another place which may be called "hell," and that

God presides over the former and issues orders and decrees, after the

manner of a sublunar autocrat and thus governs the universe and

everything beyond it. Such infantile notions are no longer enter-

tained even by those "fundamentalists" who think, or say, they

entertain them.

When driven into a corner, some thoughtful people who adhere

to orthodox phrases declare that, of course, God is not a person, but

a super-person. No one, they admit, can imagine his form or appear-

ance, but it is convenient to think of him as possessing human fonn

and human qualities—that is, the very finest and noblest of our

qualities, such as love, tenderness, all-embracing charity. This posi-

tion seems plausible enough, until one analyzes it.

In the first place, what is the possible meaning of "super-person

or super-personality? When we speak of supermen we think of men
who are physically, mentally and morally superior to the average

man, or even to the highest known product of human evolution. A
tall, handsome, distinguished, high-minded, mtellectual, attractive,

courageous and courteous man would be called a superman. A
genius though physically defective, might be called a superman. But

how childish it would be to apply such notions of super-personality,

or super-humanity, to an unknowable, inconceivable power supposed
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to be capable of creating and ruling our universe and every other

universe—or whatever we may call it—beyond it

!

It is simply and patently impossible for human beings to transcend

their onm experience and imagination. There is, of course, racial

experience in addition to individual ; racial experience is registered

in the whole nervous system—according to modern science—and

we become dimly aware of it when we act contrary to reason and to

the lessons of limited personal experience under the compulsion of

mstincts, innate proclivities, categorical imperatives, and the like.

In either case, when we come to attach names to things, to feelings,

to states of mind and to situations we are of necessity limited to the

region of experience. Something is seen, felt, thought, imagined

which requires a name. The savage, the primitive man, the man of

Biblical culture severally knew what they meant by God. Their

ideas were very definite—if wrong and crude. When the Hebrew
prophet of old spoke of "the Lord," he made a powerful impression,

because his Monotheism was simple and austere. When we modems
speak of the "spirit that is God," we use words literally without

meaning.

But are there not, some will object, terms that, although ex-

tremely vague and indefinable, yet stand for great realities ? What,

for example, is the definition of "beauty"? No two writers on

aesthetics give the same definition, and the probability is that no

exact definition of beauty will ever be offered. Yet do we not know
that beauty exists? Do we not worship beauty? Why not use the

term God in the same way, and why not worship God?

This line of reasoning is undoubtedly plausible. But it points

to confusion of thought. The term beauty is an abstraction. We
know that when we speak of beauty we conjure up fleeting and

alluring images of beautiful persons, beautiful scenery, beautiful

flowers, beautiful pages, beautiful pictures. It is the experiences

with a multitude of things and forms that please and charm us that

has given rise to the abstract notion of beauty. But what experi-

ences have given rise to the abstract pseudo-idea of God? The
finite cannot suggest the infinite. We have no experience whatever

that is not explicable by the constitution and nature of the finite

mind.

Every attempt at defining "God," when closely analyzed, brings

us back to misinterpreted experience of something that is finite, lim-

ited—pathetically limited. Take two or three illustrations.
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'"God is love," some schools tell us with an air of superior wis-

dom and freedom from crude superstition. What do we know of

lover' We derive the idea from the love we have felt, the love we

have observed, the love we have read and heard about. We love

human beings, animals, flowers, ideas, institutions. We know that

animals love. We do )wt think that there is love between the sun and

the planets in the solar system. We do not think that there is love

between the atoms in the molecule or between the component units

of the atom. Love is the name rational people give to a sentiment,

an emotion felt by sentient beings. Is God an emotion of a sentient

being? The question is absurd; then the phrase, "God is love." is

meaningless. Why, then, use it?

"God is the principle of goodness whereby the world lives and

steadily advances to perfection." Again, what is a principle? The

term was coined by educated men and means, in all scientific dis-

cussion, a basic proposition, a cardinal rule, etc. We speak of the

principles of economics, the principles of ethics, the principles of

jurisprudence, the principles of psychology. How can God be a

basic proposition or cardinal rule, and how can a proposition be God ?

Or take this definition—Prof. Leighton's : God is "the supreme

source and ground of the spiritual qualities of persons, of rational

and moral individuals," or. in other words, "the eternal perfection

of that type of being which, in our human order, we call spiritual

individuality or personality."

What we mean by the spiritual qualities of human beings is quite

clear. Love of justice and mercy, love of beauty, the sentiment of

generosity, moral courage and devotion to truth regardless of nar-

row expediency are spiritual qualities. We possess them, and we
are certain that the perfect man will always and naturally live up

to them. But these qualities have been evolved exactly as the less

noble, or more self-regarding, sentiments have been evolved. Ani-

mals are not destitute of spiritual qualities ; they love, they make

sacrifices. There is no reason to suppose that there is one source or

ground for spiritual qualities and another for non-spiritual. If God
is the name for some unknown and unknowable source of spiritual

qualities, what is the source and ground of the others, and what

name shall we give them—the Devil? This would be harking back

to childish theology with a vengeance. We gain absolutely nothing

by calling our qualities, or their source, God. And it is presumptuous

to imply that God is only a perfect man.
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Once more: God is simply a name for the inconceivable power

which created the totality of things we call nature. Since self-crea-

tion is inconceivable, we are driven by the constitution of our mind

to assume that some kind of creative force existed, exists and will

continue to exist forever.

This, clearly, is the familiar Paley argument in a modern form.

We see a watch, or any other piece of mechanism, and we conclude

that some one made it. We behold our universe, infer existence

beyond it, and we conclude that some power created all that is. But

why is a creator conceivable and self-creation not? In truth, is not

the creator, by the hypothesis, self-created? Even children ask,

"who created God?" We laugh at that naive query, but the wisest

man cannot show zvhy it is ridiculous. If we cannot conceive self-

creation, we cannot conceive creation by a self-created power. The

words, then, have no meaning. Why use them?

Roth propositions in truth are verbal and empty. They convey

nothing to the human mind.

No alternative is left except this—that, it is useful, for practical

moral purposes, to adopt the God hypothesis and to suppose that

God—or the power above, below and in all things—is benevolent in

our human sense of the word. In science and philosophy, it is

pointed out. hypotheses are absolutely indispensable. Facts only

begin to acquire significance when we regard them in the light of a

theory. This is indisputably true, but in science and philosophy,

when we frame and put forward a hypothesis, the words in the

formula have meaning. The hypothesis itself is of use. We discard

it when it fails to account for all of the facts, and frame another.

The God hypothesis is not of scientific origin ; it has served no sci-

entific purpose. It was an absolutely natural hypothesis in the

infancy of the human race, and it has been modified from time to

time to correspond to tests and demands of advancing intelligence.

Today further modification, in the sense of attenuation and refine-

ment. wmII not suffice ; even men and women deeply religious are

not content with the hypothesis ; they would rather take the frankly

Agnostic position than profess beliefs wdiich they cannot rationally

entertain.

Furthermore, the God hypothesis is no longer useful for moral

purposes. Professor Leuba. in the work above referred to, deals

with this question at considerable length, and with ability and knowl-

edge. Here it is necessary to make only a few point? deserving of

particular attention.
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In the first place, the God hypothesis does not help us in the

smallest degree to solve the problem of evil. From Job down to

Professor Jacks and other contemporary thinkers, that problem is

evaded, not faced. We are told that evil may not be evil—a ques-

tion-begging argument. Pain and suffering, especially when not

deserved by sin and crime, are evil to the human mind and heart,

and a just and omnipotent God would not inflict them. "Evil is the

price of discipline and character building," suggest some. They

assume, without proof, that evil develops character, although there

is evidence to the contrary, and they overlook the reasonable objec-

tion that a benevolent and omnipotent God would have devised more

acceptable means of building character. They reason in a circle.

When convicted of this beyond all escape, they fall back on the

ancient plea that poor, groping, limited beings like ourselves can-

not hope to comprehend the ways of God!

Where, then, are we?' We cannot comprehend the ways of God.

We cannot grasp the idea of God. We cannot reconcile our hypothe-

sis of a benevolent and omnipotent creator with the facts of life.

We cannot solve a single moral problem with the aid of that hypothe-

sis. What problems we manage to solve, we solve scientiiically.

What and where, then, is the value of the God hypothesis?

The Agnostic answer is, the hypothesis has been shorn and de-

prived of real value. Tlic conclusion is not an agreeable one ; indeed,

the Agnostic position as a whole is unpleasant and humiliating. One

cannot help wishing—futile as that is—the htmian mind had a longer

reach than it has. It is disheartening to feel that the wisest among

us is ignorant and hopelessly unequal to the solution of the problems

which concern us most vitally and deeply. What is the ultimate

purpose of existence, and what the destiny of man, the highest prod-

uct of evolution so far? Has existence a meaning, and, if so, what

is that meaning? Alas, we cannot scientifically answer these poig-

nant questions. We are bound, being human, progressive and curious,

to frame hvpotheses ; but we must not and cannot adhere to theories

which find little support in known facts and fail to account for other

facts. Above all, we must be honest with ourselves and with others,

and make no statement that is unintelligible even to ourselves. Reli-

gion and philosophy must be reconstructed—are being reconstructed.

There is much in past thought that we can take over and utilize : but

let us be sure we know what we take from the oast, whv we take it.

and what we propose to do with it in more scientific, philosophical

and coherent svstcms.
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Not that mysticism has no place in life and thought. It may
have a very important place. But the mystic can only appeal to

Other mystics. Those who have not had his actual or fancied experi-

ences can attach no weight to his "proofs" ; to offer proof is to adopt

the tests of science, to acquiesce in the results of such tests. Let the

mystic who asserts he is certain of the existence and presence of God
tell us how we may achieve like certainty, like communion, a like

sense of presence. Let him even plead for free play for the will to

believe—in other words, for the provisional adoption of his particu-

lar hypothesis. This is legitimate, as we have seen. But if, with the

best will in the world, we fail to verify his hypothesis, to repeat his

experience, he cannot censure us for rejecting his hypothesis and

framing another, or for suspending even tentative and provisional

opinions till the right amount of evidence of the right quality—scien-

tific evidence, in a word—is available and a new working theory

becomes profitable and serviceable.

We may add, in conclusion, that there will never be a dearth of

theories. We frame them too readily, rather than too reluctantly.

The neo-Agnostic does not dogmatize. He does not deny proposi-

tions that he does not understand, and does not issue sweeping

denials of all possible propositions concerning God or purpose in

creation. He denies only propositions which he knows to be arbi-

trary, false or absurd, and he asks for explanations and definitions

of terms in propositions which appear to carry meaning but do not

really possess any.



SIDELIGHTS ON HISTORY

BY HENRI VANDERBYLL

HOXF.STY will compel us to admit that the mind is a miser-

ably inefficient instrument, in its present condition of devel-

opment, at least, with which to grasp this immense scheme of exist-

ence. It threatens to cease operating should we persist in confront-

ing it with the incomprehensible immeasurability of that which is.

Such threats perhaps constitute a source of discouragement for us.

We think of this fussy, foolish, weeping, sweating humanity in

connection with the utter purposelessness and futility of all its won-

dering and questioning, of all its seeking, hunting and ferreting out

the truth! But a consoling thought is the following: our fore-

fathers were worse off than we are at present. Their minds were

more miserably inefficient than ours are today. History clearly hints

at the fact that the human race is steadily progressing, intellectually,

towards a certain point. It is true that we, the individual, travel

but a negligible distance. Nature, however, concerns herself with

the future of the race, and not particularly with that of the indi-

vidual. A\'hen we, therefore, find ourselves caught in the maelstrom

of life, wondering in despair what it is all about, let us solve the

problem half way by realizing that we are, for a fleeting moment,

a part of a slowly-progressing whole. Ours is the duty to conspire

with nature towards the realization of her schemes concerning the

entire human race by being as good a part as lies within our power.

Even if we cannot find a satisfactory answer to the burning

onestion relating to the mystery of being, we should consider that

the average intelligence of the whole of which we are a part com-

T'letelv overshadows that of any humanity that existed in the past.

Here, then, is a source of hope that casts its searchlight on a future

hnmin race : from utter night and inability to think, through the

twilight r)f half-awakeness, towards daylight and understanding,

such is the course which humanity is following according to the facts
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of history. Our ancestors have left a sufficient number of imprints

on the sands of time to enable us to obtain an idea of the general

direction in which they were traveling. Their course followed a

more or less straight line that extends through the present into the

future, and their destination seems to have been at all times the hid-

den throne of supreme intelligence. But man's journey through

existence is a more or less complicated one. The trail is constantly

picked up by offspring and next generation where parent and ances-

tor breathe their last. Succeeding generations travel faster than

their predecessors, and their appreciation of the surrounding scenery

is diff'erent from that of the latter. In the second place, noisy activ-

ity that reverberates through the hollow past, and false glory and

glitter that cast their deceiving luminosity upon the screen of the

present, are liable to divert the attention of the superficial observer

from the actual human thing that travels through space and time to

the expressions that of necessity accompany it. But, perhaps, we
encounter our greatest difiiculty in forming an adequate conception

of a progressing human race.

Was our present human race bom in darkest antiquity, did it

slowly and painfully develop into the present product, and is it now
toiling towards still greater heights? There seems to be question,

at all times, of several human races that simultaneously share the

shelter of this globe. One among them, however, is specially favored

by nature. It is permitted to lean upon the past, and to gradually

raise itself into the golden mist of the future. In time, the other

races vanish, almost imperceptibly, from the presence of ascending

man. The latter is occasionally reminded of their existence as he

sees them wander aimlessly in the vicinity, like distant memories

that haunt the present, like tired souls that seek a resting place. A
humanity is constantly progressing, even if scattered heaps of human
debris mark the trail which it follows through eternity. It repre-

sents the noblest product which nature has been able to fashion,

with age-long, infinite patience, from her original supply of human
clay. It is the life-driven core which, stem-like, shoots high above

the first ephemeral human leaves, and which eventually must culmi-

nate in the full-grown flower that rocks on the breeze of heaven.

What sort of flower, and what sort of heaven? We cannot know.

But we can surmise. Its growth, like that of all upward-shooting

stems, is imperceptible from moment to moment, but measurable

when we compare its present development with that of a remote

yesterday.
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In our endeavor to roughly measure human progress, we should

not forget the fact that nature has cast her trial packages of human

beings upon the earth, and that many have been found wanting by

the gods. The temporary greatness of half-fashioned man echoes

through the past, and makes a bit of ancient history. But the con-

tents of the best among the packages is still the basic substance of

the God-aspiring human being of today who writes his share of the

eternal history of man upon the granite brow of time. True it is

that all men spring from a common origin, but not all men traveled

the same road, nor did they cover equal distances. Some turned

to the left, some to the right, and some went straight ahead. Those

who wandered from the main highway of evolution lingered for a

while, dreaming their dreams of bygone greatness, then silently and

unobserved slid into the abyss of oblivion. Those who traveled

straight ahead, the torchbearers of intelligence, ascended the peak

of civilization, and their present descendants are still cHmbing. The

latter look down upon the trails made by the wanderers who, ages

ago, went to the left and to the right—trails that finally will lose

themselves in the scrapheap of evolution. Evolution chooses at

all times the best from among its innumerable samples of humanity.

The superior product must ye be improved upon, must become an-

other stepping stone in the process of fashioning ideal man.

The task of roughly measuring the progress which man has made

during a certain period of time is, therefore, a difficult one. We
compare present man with the human being of two thousand years

ago, and we conclude that man has progressed considerably during

that period of time. But who is man of today, and who was he

of two thousand years ago ? Human beings live at present that can-

not compare very favorably, as far as intelligence is concerned, with

men that existed twenty centuries ago. The reverse is true. But

when we mention today's human being, we unconsciously refer to

the most developed men of the present. We choose, likewise, the lead-

ing civilization of twenty centuries ago for a basis of comparison.

In fact, in our study of human progress, we should retrace the steps

of those that temporarily functioned as torchbearers of human intel-

ligence. That is something which we often neglect to do. As a

result, we are unable to join the many dim and time-hidden sections

of the human trail in such a manner that the whole becomes a path

of uniform progress. We see the very beginning of things, climb in

thought through the realm of physical evolution into the domain of

human intelligence, continue soaring towards the present and, finally.
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behold the immediate doom of the human race. Such conclusions

completely puzzle the logical mind. If two hundred thousand, nay,

a million years, spell seven consecutive letters of the word, progress,

across the desert of the past, should we not expect that the last and

completing letter is being written at present, or that it will be writ-

ten in the near future? And should we not make an effort, at least,

to search for indications pointing at the fact that such is the case,

rather than throw a million years of progressive creation into the

depths of cataclysmic oblivion?

There is a class of thinkers whose failure to see in history a

more or less unbroken path of human progress is caused by mis-

translating the past rather than by misunderstanding the present.

Their ideas, we believe, constitute a greater impediment to the prog-

ress of enlightenment than those of the sensationally inclined pessi-

mists who are prepared to throw humanity on the scrapheap of time.

They have mixed the sections of the ancient human trail. They have

misspelled the word, progress, in such a manner that the final letter

was written thousands of years ago. They urge us to be guided by

the thoughts and the sayings of people who lived in an age when
the simplest phenomena of nature were completely hidden mysteries

for the human mind. They would have our intellect cease its fur-

ther efforts, and accept that which other minds, long ago, managed

to unravel from the tangled threads of this baffling existence.

In these days of modernism, the extraordinary spectacle pre-

sents itself of antiquity coming back to life. One is modern, appar-

ently, when one's thoughts linger on the level of intelligence of

some twenty or thirty centuries ago. Religions and cults are being

founded on the "ancient wisdom." Half-forgotten superstitions are

being resurrected from the garbage pile of human thought, wrapped

in an attractive, modern dress, after which they become excellent

sources of income for unscrupulous adventurers. Unless evolution

is a myth, however, or unless the mind is exempt from its laws, the

pages of history should not be turned back for the purpose of dis-

covering intelligence equal to or greater than the present one. The
journey of humanity is, for one thing, a progressively intellectual

one. We often fail to penetrate down to intelligence, and we stop

at the vividly colored screen of murders, battles, inquisitions, and

revolutions that rather effectively camouflage history. But history's

distant smoke and thunder are expressions that necessarily belong

to the average intelligence of the history makers. When reading

with an open mind, we should gather from the records that, as time
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progresses, color begins to replace the originally black smoke, and

music the rumble of thunder.

The ancients, no doubt, owned their leaders whose intelligence

was superior to that of the masses. The prehistoric wizard, pretend-

ing to call forth the clouds and to produce rain, was such a leader.

The prophet of biblical times who possessed the ability to clearly

survey the present and to link it with the immediate future, was

another such leader. The important civilizations of antiquity are

known to us by the thoughts and deeds of their more intelligent

sons who registered on the scroll of time. In fact, we know over-

whelmingly more about the intelligent sons than we do about the

civilizations themselves. And, so, we commit the error of judging

an entire people by the few individuals that shone like stars of the

first magnitude in the firmament of humanity. That is one reason

why we fail to discover intellectual progress in certain periods of

history. Another reason is our absurd attempt to transplant ancient

glory into modern soil. That, if we will but consider the nature of

both the soil and the atmosphere of the present, is a hopeless attempt.

Let us imagine, if we can, a Moses' or a Caesar, or a Paul, in a

twentieth century setting

!

Intellectual leaders are products of the times, and they fit, more

or less, into their surroundings. Though they generally travel ahead

of the masses, much like stray clouds that precede the main body of

stormclouds, an undeniable relationship nevertheless exists between

them and the masses that follow them. They are not too far ad-

vanced, intellectually, but their contemporaries are prepared to listen

to them. Theirs is the task, whether they are aware of the fact or

not, to cut a rough path through regions as yet unexplored by the

human mind. Years, sometimes centuries, elapse before the rough-

hewn path becomes a beaten trail. Then, another pioneer, more

finely equipped mentally, is needed. Tinman greatness has its setting

and is. therefore, relative and ephemeral. It belongs to a particular

age with its particular average intelligence. Prevailing thoughts and

conceptions form a dark background through which superior intel-

ligence sends its shafts of light. Hammurabi, ancient king of the

Babylonians, parts of whose code of laws might not be entirely out

of place even in our present civilization, worshipped star-gods.

Moses, great leader and legislator of the Hebrews, "went up into

the mountain" to hold personal conversation with deity. Solomon,

wisest of Jewish kings, in his temple had gathered almost every
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symbol belonging to foreign heathen religions. Kepler, astronomical

genius, interspersed his writings with a good deal of astrological

nonsense. Flammarion, the highly poetic and imaginative astron-

omer, communicates with the souls of departed dogs.

A good deal of average thought and conception clings to the

genius, and the records of the great men of history rather indicate

in what sort of world they lived and what sort of intellectual atmos-

phere was theirs. Can we sever the genius of Shakespeare from

the world of kings, merchants of Venice, Romeos and Juliets, in

which he lived in a physical and in an intellectual sense? Were it

possible to transplant the mind of a Shakespeare into the present,

the result would be as disastrous as that of transplanting a flower

from its native to a foreign soil and climate. It is doubtful whether

such a mind would be able to lead its owner to recognition or fame

in our present v/orld of dethroned kings, presidents and Lenines,

of eugenics and birthcontrol, of cubists, modernists and impression-

ists, of women's clubs and women's votes, of Versailles peace treaties

and disarmament conferences.

Why, then, this desperate clinging to the past? Humanity shows

its appreciation of the rare occurrence of the great man's arrival

by indulging in a good deal of Carlyle's hero-worship. Now, hero-

worship is an excellent thing at the right time and in the right

place. When it persists for too many generations, however, it may
cause man to ignore the presence of his contemporary heroes. There

is, we think, altogether too much worship of ancient and not suffi-

cient appreciation of present glory and greatness. It seems to be

a sort of customary obligation with us to do homage to the past,

whether or not this be with the approval of our intelligence. We
all thini: Milton great, for instance. If. however, we had sufficient

courage to speak our minds, we would suggest that the poetry of the

old bards is mostly artificial speech, and that the subjects which

aroused their poetic emotions cannot interest us from a standpoint

of intelligence. Garb nonsense in a rhythmic dress of melodious

sound, and it nevertheless remains nonsense. What, asks modem
intelligent man, do I learn from the person who wrote magnificently

concerning the tortures of the damned? Nothing more than this,

that our predecessors possessed some extraordinary notions about

life after death and about the consequences of sin. That the great

man wrote magnificently is of course to our benefit. It gave pro-

longed life to the fruit of his intellectual labors, as a result of which

we own a record of the thoughts and ideas that prevailed centuries
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ag-o. But, in view of our own ripening conceptions and ideas, should

we not honestly admit that we prefer one Emerson to a hundred

Chaucers, Miltons, Dantes, or Popes?

If average humanity were not constantly becoming more intelli-

g-ent, greatness would be a thing immortal. As matters stand, how-

ever, it fades with the years, and finally becomes a more or less glori-

ous memory. Leadership is made possible by those who are willing

to be led. The recepti\e attitude of the audience determines that

thought shall endure for a while. The attitude in question is recep-

tive when the average intelligence of the listener is not so much

inferior to that of the teacher but the former is able to glimpse

the realm of truth which lies just beyond the one in which he dwells.

The nature of the audience, however, is subject to constant change,

and for that reason humanity requires new great men every once in

a while. These new great men must represent average intelligence,

and a little more. The little more constitutes their greatness, and it

is th.e magnet which draws prevailing average intelligence towards

the level which is next in order.

But we often see human greatness in the past where in reality

there is none. The past has its charms, to which we easily fall

victim. Its most barbaric noises not unfrequently sound like

music in our ears. Perhaps it is a sort of race-memory that lures us

away from the present into the ruins of yesterday. Whether the past

be represented by a worm-eaten piece of furniture, or by a dust-cov-

ered canvass, or by a thought that has become ridiculous with age.

we are prepared to cherish and to worship. Like our individual his-

tory, however, that of mankind records the progress from infancy to

comparative matuity. And the present stage of comparative matur-

ity is preferable to the innocent but foolish fancy of youth. Unde-

veloped judgment, naughty tricks, silly behavior, uncontrollable love

of possession, childlike fancy, fear of the dark and the unknown,

an almost unlimited capacity for believing fairy-tales, such things

accompany the youthful stages of a developing human race. The

things in which infant humanity believed, its fears and terrors of

the unknown, its dreams and its fairy-tales, are dimly reflected in

its fussy and noisy activities upon this globe, and saturate its artistic

creations. They are indelibly written on the clay tablet, the papyrus

and the manuscript of universal literature. Nor should w^e suppose

that the present age of comparative enlightenment indicates that

man has entered into the period of full maturity. Eternity has many
centuries, jjeriods, cycles and aeons available for a thorough process
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of human development, and evolution, thus far, has failed to display

signs of either hurry or impatience. We, too, have our naughty

tricks our silliness, our fairy-tales, and our incorrigible love of pos-

session. We own them, perhaps, on a higher level of development.

Coupled with our unreasonable love for antiquity is our failure

to link greatness with intelligence. The smoke and fog, and the

occasional bright glow of history, detract our attention from the fact

that behind that curtain of alternate blackness and radiance labors

an intelligence of some sort. The things that have been done in the

past are interesting because they reveal the actor has progressed on

his journey towards enlightenment. Lifting the multi-colored veil

that hides naked history, we behold a single scene. We see man
stagger from darkness into light. From the very moment that he

crawls on all fours from out the underbrush of his primeval forest,

his efforts are directed towards following the staight and narrow

path of intellectual progress. There is no question of conscious

effort. He is unaware of the fact that his eany falls and bruises are

instrumental in keeping him on the straight and narrow path. He
does not dream that his subsequent foolish running hither and

thither in the labyrinth of bypaths that lead from the main highway

constitutes experience which teaches him how to walk sensibly. After

a thousand years, however, we see him turn towards the road that

lies behind and that vanishes in the mist of a distant past, and we
hear him exclaim: "I have progressed!" The ultimate results of

his unconscious efforts is progress, a progress which is, as a rule

unnoticeable to the wanderer, himself, but which is clearly marked

on the map of time.

The strange things that man does, and the peculiar noises that

he utters, on his journey towards the light, really are of secondary

importance. They, indeed, do not constitute history. The creature

that does and utters, he is history. The nature of his actions and

that of his utterings change as he progresses. The things that man.

at any time, says and does in the hollowness of this immense uni-

verse, belong to the particular lap of his journey as sand belongs

to the desert, or as green belongs to the oasis. They are the natural

and necessary expressions of a certain degree of human intelligence.

Would we have history be a disconnected series of events brought

about by the busy aimless doings of man? Or should the nature

of the act tell us something about the kind of thought that dwelt

in the mind of the actor !^ When acquainting our children in school

with many prominent figures in history, we do not sufficiently em-
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phasize the fact that the performances of our ancestors naturally

reveal the degree of their intellectual development. We owe the

younger generation an apology for requiring that they shall make a

knowledge of such performances a part of their education. That

apology may well be framed upon the assertion that the human intel-

lect develops slowly and gradually, and that man's activities upon

this planet, at any time, roughly reveal the sta^e of maturity at which

the mind has arrived. We, instructors, are to such an extent in-

clined to offer heroworship to the past, that our pupils plunge into

the serious business of life with the conviction that queen Elizabeth

was an excellent woman, and that Napoleon was a truly great man.

The question arises. When may we speak of superior intelli-

gence? In what particular manner do highly intelligent people ex-

press themselves? Let us consider Sumer of seven thousand years

ago. The Sumerians dug canals for irrigating purposes. They

fnced their land, plowed it, sowed their seed, and reaped their har-

vest. Records exist that mention one or two of their real estate

transactions. Surely, we must speak of intelligence here! Let us

consider Hammurabi, wise king of a Babylonia that flourished more

than twenty centuries before the birth of Christ. It was he who
prepared a schedule of wages to which employers must adhere. In

his famous code of laws he stipulated a sum which the physician

might charge, and which the patient must pay, for certain treatments

and operations. He reserved a severe penalty for the architect

whose carelessness in building a dwelling should result in injury to

the tenant. He condemned to death the judge who, knowingly, pro-

nounced sentence in violation of justice. Again, we feel compelled

to speak of civilization and intelligence.

Considerations of this sort seem to lead to the conclusion that,

after all, intelligence has not made giant strides across the waste

of centuries. In choosing the facts, however, by which we arrive

at our conclusion, we do not act entirely without prejudice. Ham-
murabi's code, for instance, contains a larger number of laws the

contents of which cause us to shiver with horror. Such laws have

no place in our present civilization, and may have been necessary

for a much less developed humanity. The few bright points that

flicker in the appalling darkness of ancient times should not make

us ignore that appalling darkness. Nor should we imagine that every-

thing that we call civilization is necessarily indicative of a highly-

developed intelligence. The first expressions of intelligence, espe-

cially those of an inventive nature, owed their existence to necessity.
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The sort of intelligence which results from necessity is also, to a

certain small extent, possessed by animals that probably inherited it

from a long line of ancestors. The latter, in turn, acquired it while

struggling for self-preservation. We, today, possess it, and use it

for the purpose of acquiring the dollar, the thing that buys preser-

vation of family and self. Considered in its naked reality, it is a

weapon that must successfully combat the terrors and the threats

of the external world, and that must wrest from its bosom the things

which the hungry belly craves.

Now, it is a difficult matter to estimate a people's degree of intel-

lectual development solely with the aid of the things which they

create or employ for the purpose of ameliorating the conditions of

life. Low water in the Swiss lakes revealed, recently, the remains of

dwellings which thousands of years ago housed the so-called Lake-

dwellers. Necessity in the shape of wild beasts lurking in the vicinity,

and of rising and furious waters, stirred a probably very immature

intellect to creative activity when these ancient people conceived the

idea of building their homes on piles. We find the Javanese and the

Malay people of today, however, build their huts in a similar manner.

They use bamboo sticks instead of wooden poles. Necessity, in the

latter instance, is represented by wild beasts and by swampy ground

with its inevitable fever. Should we conclude that the ancient Lake-

dwellers were on the same level of development with the present

Malay people and Javanese? But, instead of looking backward, let

us consider a hypothetical case of the future. Our descendants, ten

thousand years hence, endeavor to unearth the long-buried empire

of Japan. They find the well-preserved hull of the Mutsu, battle-

ship among ancient battleships. They face concrete evidence of the

use of wireless and telegraphy in the ancient days of the empire. In

fact, they hit upon identical appearances of civilization when un-

earthing the ancient American and Japanese cities. Will they con-

clude that the Americans and the Japanese of ten thousand years

ago dwelt on the same level of intelligence?

The material paraphernalia of human life, those things created

by man for the purpose of making the business of living a more com-

fortable one, undoubtedly inform us to a certain extent about his

degree of intelligence. Manicure sets and beauty parlors, submarines

and bombing planes, street cars and limousines, are creations of a

highly intelligent type of human being. Yet, do such things fail to

give us a definite idea regarding the stage of development at which

the employer of such things has arrived. The American negro, for
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example, wears a silk shirt, smokes cigarettes, telephones to his

neighbor, rides on street cars and travels in automobiles, celebrates

the Fourth and eats Thanksgiving dinner. Is he the American's

equal in an intellectual sense? And can we, with certainty, ascer-

tain the development of the peoples of history by making their mate-

rial paraphernalia of life our basis of judgment? It is not altogether

from the manner in which their palaces were built, their armies

organized, or their meals served, that we can fully estimate their

intelligence. Thee is another kind of paraphernalia of human life

which more definitely points at the particular place which man has

reached on his journey towards enlightenment. They are purely

intellectual, and they are at all times original with those who invent

and accept them. They differ from the material paraphernalia in

this, that they result from thought which is impersonal, whereas the

material paraphernalia invariably owe their existence to conceptions

of necessity or desirability, their immediate purpose being that of

protecting, pleasing, or coddling self. The latter, moreover, are

easily imitated, and their use is easily adopted by human beings

much inferior in intelligence to the original inventors. A savage

can be taught to eat with a silver spoon. But, even if a monkey

wears a golden ring, he still remains an ugly thing.

The physical objects with which man surrounds himself, even

today, more quickly draw our attention and arouse our admiration

than the thoughts which he thinks. In the study of history, we are

similarly inclined to link superior intelligence with the feat of plac-

ing a huge block of sandstone on top of another rather than to see

immature civilization in the fact that armies of slaves were compelled

to perform that feat. The magnificence and the hugeness of ancient

temples make us forget the absurdity of the ideas which they

embody. The one-sided genius of a Napoleon blinds us to his mod-

ernized primitive make-up. We are perfectly willing to let a million

dollars cover a multitude of the most selfish sins. Human existence,

however, in one respect at least, is a struggle for supremacy between

thought of self and thought of not-self in the individual. Which of

the two will eventually reign supreme is as yet a matter of guess-

work. Thought of self being associated with the ineradicable in-

stinct of self-preservation, in all probability will always be present

in man. Rut the value that we attach to its expressions will decrease

as we learn to correctly estimate that of the products of thought of

not-self. Among the latter must be classed laws, institutions, reli-

gions, philosophies, science, art, customs, traditions, in short, such
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products of intelligence as have nothing to do with the belly or the

self.

As examples of what we have named, the intellectual parapher-

nalia of human life, we would cite a Workman's Compensation Act,

an Eight Hour Law, a League of Nations (were it realizable under

present conditions). We are well aware that the existence of such

laws and institutions, in the opinion of many, is made possible by

a more or less mature development of man's moral, ethical or. per-

haps, spiritual nature. If by, spiritual nature of man, is meant the

nature o|, something which is identical with the ego or soul, we con-

fess our inability to argue the point. The nature of the soul is a

profound mystery to us. As regards the moral and ethical natures

of man, we suggest that they are far from being the fundamental

things which we often suppose them to be. They were gradually

acquired and developed by him in the course of his career, and they

are most intimately associated with intelligence, the maturity or

immaturity of which they faithfully reflect in the individual's atti-

tude towards the world of not-self, in particular, the human world.

Our failure to link morals and ethics with intelligence as a source

from which they spring, in many instances gives rise to the concep-

tion of a more or less sentimental love which man harbors, or is cap-

able of harboring, for his fellow, be the latter friend or stranger.

The modern age, especially, is saturating the world with a theoretical

brotherly love which it seems impossible to put into practice. This

love, too, is conceived to be something fundamental, and independ-

ent of intelligence. We observ^e, however, that the author of a

Workman's Compensation Act was not primarily fired with love for

the worker. Before such love can be or express itself, there must

be something else. There must be the ability to live in thought

beyond the limits of an individual world which is bounded by a solid

wall of self-interest. There must be the ability to think about things

other than ME. The mind's field of activity must extend beyond

house and lot, beyond business interests, beyond private ambitions,

into a surrounding world of things and creatures that differ from

the self not only in their nature with its accompanying expressions,

but also with respect to the immediate goal towards which they are

traveling. The mind's field of activity must first have widened, per-

haps, into an immeasurable universe of night-depths, with the un-

countable things and creatures which it contains. The creature whose
interest is centered exclusively in his ]\IE, not only is devoid of gen-

erosity, unselfishness, and sympathy for his suiTering fellow, he is
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also ignorant. Self-centeredness and the inability to be aware of

the world of not-self necessarily go together. The individual is not

equipped to receive impressions from the external world. In the

absence of such impressions, the field which the intellect covers is

limited to immediate surroundings, and to things and conditions that

are of immediate personal interest. The result is, that an attitude

of sympathetic understanding towards the creatures belonging to

the external world of which he is hardly aware, is impossible.

Our failure to realize that the moral and ethical nature of man,

and his activities in general, are shaped by individual intelligence,

prevent us from gaining a clear insight into the meaning of history,

and from tracing the steps of a progressive human evolution. We
are incapable of deciding which sort of intelligence is inferior and

which superior, because we do not penetrate beyond the inevitable

expressions of intelligence unto intelligence, itself. We do not here

man to assert that human intelligence is a thing fundamental. Where

there is intelligence, there necessarily is something which is intelli-

gent. For present practical purposes we need not yet consider this

something. We may content ourselves with divesting man from the

various cloaks, physical, moral and ethical, that rather effectively

conceal him. He then reveals himself as a center of intelligence that

travels the road of progress. The progress in question consists of

the increased ability of intelligence to reflect upon the world that

lies beyond ME. The world that lies beyond ME is the external

world. And the external world is a mighty large one. In fact, it is

the universe, which owns, or does not own, limits: we are as yet

uncertain about the matter.

It is seldom that historians draw our attention to the most impor-

tant revelation of history. We are asked to witness the growth of

intelligence during the last fifty centuries or so. But just exactly

where and how this growth is discernible is not definitely stated.

Improved morals and broader ideals are distilled from yesterday's

materials. Tolerable living conditions, a social life of a fair order,

and all the material paraphernalia that are essential to modern civili-

zation, we are told, are the nu.s^gets that remain after thoroughly sift-

ing and washing the apparently valueless muck of history. But, the

thousand and one things that pertain to human life evolve with man.

Not a tool that he employs, not an institution which is his, not a

custom to which he adheres, but it owns its history of development.

From the distant past man, himself, emerges a constantly changing

creature, and the comet's tail of paraphernalia, material and intellec-
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tual, that trail close behind him, reflect the shadows and the glim-

mers of his progressing self. To see in history the growth of morals,

only, or the perfection of tools or an improvement in the social order,

is to see merely the whirling eddies in the main stream of human life.

That which necessarily belongs to man diverts our attention from

fundamental man, himself. The exclusive interest that we display

in human expressions is the cause of our ignoring the mysterious

nature and the silent and subtle development of the creature that

expresses.

Progressive intelligence has the tendency to soar skyward. That

statement may be taken literally. Although the intellect has achieved

innumerable successes in various directions, it has been mainly busy,

and rather successfully, we think, exploring the external world. Man
has lived, from the very beginning, in two worlds. The first is, of

course, the actual universe, true existence, that which is. The sec-

ond is the world of his imagination. Perhaps it is more nearly cor-

rect to say that it is the world of which he is capable of being aware,

dressed in the colors of his imagination. Now, the second world

was, at first, a very limited one. Man's immature development is

characterized by his being deeply absorbed in self. This high degree

of self-centeredness is the cause of his being unaware of the pres-

ence of a large and an intricate external world. Only such objects

and phenomena as immediately afifect the self are observed by him,

and are eventually being reflected upon. But the world in which

man thought that he lived slowly and gradually expanded. It encir-

cled tribes and hunting grounds. It included thundergods and star-

gods. It embraced empires and inland seas, oceans and continents.

It became the abode of deities. It enveloped the earth, and assumed

the proportions of a solar system. It extended towards the lumi-

nosity of the Milky Way. At present, it is losing its boundaries in

the unutterable magnificence of an infinite immensity of universe.

Strange and impractical as the fact may seem, man's chief business

upon this earth has been the intelligent discovery of the world that

lies outside the self. It is significant, moreover, that the external

world of his fancy, which at the start was absolutely unlike the eter-

nal origin, in time began to resemble reality. It would appear that

the creation of a faithful image of the original, expressed in terms

of reason and understanding, has become man's chief ambition and

goal. History suggests that he embarked on his journey towards

the light for the purpose of becoming acquainted with his universal

home, and for that of giving voice to its glory.
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We have described man as a center of intelligence which on its

progressive earthly career sent its vibrations deeper and deeper into

a bottomless external world. When we divest him from this cloak

of intelligence, we should behold him in all his nakedness. We should,

but we do not. The ME of man is a presence that cannot be seen

or known. It is known by the manner, only, in which it expresses

itself through the medium of its servants, the body and the brain.

All our scientific methods have thus far failed to correctly label it.

This much, however, is known concerning it ; it is capable of receiv-

ing impressions from an external world, and that capability varies

with its degree of development. In its immature condition, the num-

ber of impressions is very small. When it is highly developed, that

number is staggeringly large.

Man is a center of intensified being journeying through an ocean

of rarefied being, a veritable storage battery of existence. Travel-

ing beyond the domain of man into the universe, we find the latter

crowded with billions of such nuclei. Although they are subject to

an intricate system of classification, the dififerences which we encoun-

ter among them are not differences in kind but differences in degree.

All individual existence is wrapped, figuratively speaking, of course,

in a more or less profound sleep. The profundity or the lightness

of the sleep determines what the individual is, and how far it has

progressed on the road of evolution. The universe may be likened

to an immense dormitory wherein nature watches over the sleepers.

Some are completely unconscious. They exist, but they do not know
that thy exist. Others are becoming restless under the influence of

impressions that reach them from the external world. And, some,

seeing strange things and hearing mysterious sounds, sit up rubbing

the sleep from their eyes, wondering where they are and what they

are. Consider the impressions that reach the flower, which closes its

petals at night, and opens them to absorb the vitalizing rays of the

sun. Can you place yourself in the condition of that flower, can

you vagviely feel the few impressions that reach it, and can you see

the very, very faint glimmer of reality that penetrates into its soul?

Consider the animal, capable of receiving many more impressions,

capable therefore of expressing itself more freely and in a greater

variety of ways. Can you vaguely picture to yourself the consider-

ablv larger world in which it dwells? Finally, consider the human
being and the numberless impressions that find their way into his

soul. He has awakened to such an extent from the original nature-

slumber that he is compelled to marvel at and to babble about the
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strange world that roused him from his sleep. A certain degree of

that awakeness necessitated the creation of the instrument which

enables him to babble and to marvel—the human brain.

Penetrating to the very bottom of history, therefore, we do not

see human intelligence, but the mysterious ME of man follow the

road of progress. We cease mistaking the surface of human life

for its foundation. We not merely insist that developing man is an

increasingly better thinker, warrior, community-builder, or what

not. Behind things thought is the thinker, behind things done is

the actor. The material and intellectual paraphernalia of human
life change their nature in the course of centuries because the fun-

damental self changes its nature. What force or forces cause the

change in the inner man? A burning cjuestion, this, which in impor-

tance overshadows all questions concerning the queer sounds that

man utters, the toys and the tools that he manufactures, the ant nests,

which he builds, of law-woven communities that are concrete repre-

sentations of contemporary civilization. Another important ques-

tion is, how does change in the inner man manifest itself in the

life of the individual? When we are able to answer these two ques-

tions, we cease wondering why John Jones thinks this and does that.

We realize that John Jones necessarily acts and thinks as he does

because he is what he is. The mention of his name, of course,

immediately creates a series of mental images, of his residence, his

office, his clothes, his face. We remember his good and bad quali-

ties, and his extraordinary notions about certain matters. This is

generally as far as we go. But, the name, John Jones, should enable

us. ultimately, to distinguish one nucleus of being from another.

The different paraphernalia that accompany the one and the other

on their respective journeys through the infinite, reveal the exist-

ence of a certain difference between the condition of the one nucleus

and that of the other.

Considering the development of fundamental man instead of

one or more of his being's necessary expressions, history proves

to be more than a mere record of intrigues, murders, wars, and

acts of general human misbehavior. It records much more, even,

than the steady growth of intelligence. Behind intelligence is that

which expresses it: one of the billions of life-centers that compose
the universe. What is this life-center? When and where did it

originate? Whither is it traveling? In history, we follow the

movements of the Divine Finger, for a little wdiile onlv, that eter-

nally weaves the golden threads of creative evolution. Though we
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are unable to scientifically analyze the nature of the particular life-

center which is man. we are nevertheless in a position to determine

that it has been subjected to a change during a certain period of

time. The paraphernalia that accompany this human life-center on

its earthly travels help us reach our conclusion. Their nature

changes as the inner man changes. As was stated before, however,

we should not rely completely on the material paraphernalia of

human life for our judgment as to how far the inner man has devel-

oped. They owe their existence chiefly to thought of self. And
one hundred per cent thought of self marks the beginning of man's

career. Those expressions of his that owe their existence to his

ability to be aware of not-self, directly and definitely point at the

narrowness or the vastness of his mind's field of activity. Indirectly,

they furnish some information concerning the condition of the self.

They tell us about the insignificantly small or the divinely large sec-

tion of the universe with which the self is in touch. They draw a

circle abont the individual, beyond the boundaries of which his soul

is incapable of sending its vibrations, and his mind its searchlight

of understanding. The things that occur within that imaginary

circle happen naturally and necessarily. Its radius, in fact, deter-

mines their nature. Within the circle we hear a thought expressed.

If we will but consider the fact that the universe is infinitely large,

we can roughly deduce from the nature of that thought the length

of the radius of the circle of individuality. Within the circle we

see an act performed. The nature of the act immediately enables

us to draw a dividing line between the world of which the individual

is aware and the world of which he is not aware. For the individual,

that which is lies within the boundaries of the circle. Beyond the

circumference are mystery and the unexplored.

The highest degree of intelligence is expressed by the individual

who is least self-centered. Before this truth becomes thoroughly

apparent, however, the answers to the following two questions should

be first discovered: What force or forces change the inner being of

man? How does change in the inner man manifest itself in life?



ASPIRATION AS AN ARTIFICIAL ATTITUDE

BY HARDIN T. MCCLELLAND

IT
is the futile function of romanticism to be forever yearning

for some sort of strong^ faith, but never being able to strike

upon the exact object of its ideal affection. It finds, in this w^orld

of course, a myriad obstacles and enemies to its desire and therefore

usually aspires more to evade the struggle of conquest than to meet

its adversaries face to face in mortal combat—nay, more, its own
lack of a durable faith often prevents its meeting even the require-

ments of an honest cultural combat a outrancc. Such an aspiration,

even though admirably devout and habitually pursued under direc-

tion of some sovereign religious conviction, is yet artificial as well

as superficial. It misses the actual discipline of experience, the slow

refinement of toil and trouble, and skims carelessly over the under-

lying realities of existence, quite unmindful of the fact that two-

thirds of its possibilities are still dormant, submerged under the

vast ocean of delusion and artifice. I believe that it is this surface

schematism of life, more than anything else perhaps, which keeps

the romanticist constantly tortured with the apparent insolubility of

the cosmic riddle and with it the many ironies and paradoxes of

his half-blind religious experience.

In religions which place great reliance on human hope, we find

that faith and aspiration are the chief requirements of their rubrics.

Mere verbal assent or lipservice is not enough ; it is not ornate

rituals nor verbose ceremonial recitations, but simple piety, loyal

devotion to the divine in a consecrated spiritual life which makes

them vital and significant. Anything short of these necessities mark

any so-called religious experience as shallow and artificial ; without

these it is but a cycle of sham sacrifice, poseur practice and specious

sanctity. Spiritual aspiration, as one of the chief functions of reli-

gious experience, means that there is a definitely conceived goal

toward which, and a sturdy courao^eous faith with which, to make
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sincere moral effort and heroic self-sacrifice. It does not cast about

desperately like Carlyle, whose romanticism was more a digestive

aid to rhetoric than a spiritual spontaneity of aspiration and mystic

insight, seeking the ever-elusive simile which would carry just the

proper amount of ambiguity to make it ironical ; there is always

something wrong with desires that are desperate, with religions

that are rhetorical (and rhyomistic). with psychic attitudes that

are artificial.

Such a system of upreach is feeble and fallacious, such a miracle-

maze is mischievous, in reality a mere mirage of mercenary and

meticulous moods which are more exasperating than aspirant. It

is, as a general thing, a system of sophist cupidity, crass cunning

and confessional credulity which seeks petty prizes at the spirit's

expense, trying to capture specious prestige for moral courage at

the Cowards' Intellectual Bal Masque. With postichees every aspira-

tion is artificial, with sham saviors and psychic salesmen of the

soul's security all progress is a pose, all civilization corrupt. But I

will simply say that if all our tactics should turn out to be so much

artifice and subterfuge, then indeed would our happiness and virtue

be sorry affairs ; they would consist only in finite aims and wishes,

their skill-limits would be such as to offer nothing but mediocre

rewards and vulgarian heavens. And anyway, the poorest scholar

in college would not dawdle away his time and paternal favors if

he could just once understand how really antithetical hedonism and

headwork are. But alas, he does not see, know nor care why it is

that in a happiness philosophy which hypocritically aims at worldly

comfort, luxury or gratification, no honest concern for or effort

toward actual virtue or wisdom will inhere nor be much sought

after. He is an ignorant galoot to start with, so how can a brief

term in some fashionplate college make any cultural veneer stick

long enough *^o rub off when he begins brushing against the obdurate

realities of a worldly life? Foresight and good luck might win his

better nature if caught in time, but after twenty years of shallow

preparation, pleasure and profit-seeking, what hope for a poor num-

skull who didn't know any better in the first place? Finite interests

and unrestraint have caused more failures than war or panic ; clumsi-

ness and inexperience have caused more rancor and regret than all

the vandal vengeance in the world.

But to get back to the immediate subject: There is neither piety

nor aspiration of cny genuine sort in relieions of power, persuasion

and revenge ; their proprium is self-service and their procedure is
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seduction and spoliation, either get proselytes or kill off enemies (or

as in Islamism, both). The original sources of practically any reli-

gion are usually sincere and ennobling, constructive and altruistic :

but their charm and vitality are soon grown corrupt, vulgarized and

given vendible interpretation, so that they are shortly no more aspir-

ant or inspiring than any other wordly institution or enterprise. I

am not so well posted on the different sects of other religions, but

of the common fate of every schism and sectarian departure through-

out the history of Christian dogma is any argument, I will say that

we Occidentals are only recently become rel'.gious, we still cling to

our former animal traditions and have mere faith in power than

penitence, more hope for revenge than for redemption. It may
be one of the permissible tactics of a qroiving religion (not yet

adolescent, much less already matured), to resort to vital lies, psy-

chological fallacies, automorphism and prejudicial propaganda. Rit-

ual artifice and ceremonial magic, hypocritical assent and ambiguous

observance, run rife in every creed and code of Christian gregarian-

ism. Even when we agree that religions have to groiv tip, like any

other product of the earth through man's tender ( ?) care and culti-

vation, we do not a^so acknowledge that all these questionable resorts

are very respectable tokens of his aspiration and sincerity. We do

see, however (although our discretion advises silence), that these

practices are worldly and clever perhaps, but certainly not spiritual

or exemplary such as a true religious sovereignty ought to offer.

They are sanctioned by poseur priests whose only office seems to

be to strike artificial attitudes favorable to popular sentiment, rather

than be aspirant and devout in sight of God.

It is not redemption from Nature or the material world that men
need, so much as it is redemption from false notions, bad habits

and mercenary motives. True love of Nature never yet corrupted

any man. She is his mother, nurse, comrade and guide, and if the

man himself is upright, just and even half-way congenial. Nature

will aid and comfort all his periods of aspiration or adversity. It is

all a sophist scheme of false psychology, a specious logic of lucre-

lust, which makes prejudice plausible and tries to show us in need

of revival and rebirth, telic judgment and total transfiguration. We
are smothered with rubric recrimination and revived with a per-

functory sprinkling of holy water. The vacuous hermeneutics and

astute anagogy of the world's religious scriptures are vain and vol-

uble to no good cause ; they serve largely to befog the issue so that

p'-iests and potentates may continue in their lecherous hypocrisv.
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The major portion of the world's people are not responsive to any

moral exhortation except as it exaggerates the goal and magnifies

the reward. If no great epileptic phenomena attend a savior's

hirth, nor any cosmic consternation mark his decease, people gener-

ally do not feel aroused to the significance of the situation, nor are

they very ready to accept the exhortation on such normal merits

alone. They are emotionally sluggish and mentally inert, so it

requires quite a charge of dogmatic dynamite to "waken them from

their native slumber and break up their caked prejudices." Our
motives, even more than our methods, need occasional overhauling,

they require revamping for the same reason that any other habitual

practice requires occasional reformation or readjustment. Like-

vv'ise it is aspiration and its emotional sobri:^ty. rather than material

ambition and worldly achievement, which require revision and re-

demption, because the quality of the latter invariably depends upon

the quality or purity of the former. We are alright by natural birth-

right, but our early education has been sadly (and often criminally)

neglected. In view of this, religious anagogy caters too much to

human cupidity, to abnormal psychologies, inert minds and imbecile

morals. Better no religion at all than to have forever the cheap

melodramatic resort to force of artificial aims, rhyomistic rewards,

bribe tactics, unctuous umbrage and precieuse perquisites of power.

Antiquity was perhaps as noisy and turbulent with factions and

antagonisms as our modern era. Those times were creative, w^e say,

of all our venerable traditions, our historical perspective and our

even yet probate heritage of moral principles. But there has been

little uniformity in the various legacies of those glorious times when

former civilizations flourished and the fittest unfit survived for a

time: especially if we look at past history as the chronicle of dif-

ferent races, regions, types of religion and of men. We find, as a

national characteristic mainly, that the Jews taught wrath and re-

\ enge : the Greeks love, art and education ; the Hindus superstition

and intellectual subtlety : the Chinese political probity and ceremonial

magic ; the Egyptians priestcraft and sorcery : the Romans economic

lower and political prestige. And these were not 0!ily diverse ex-

pressions racially or nationallv. but were also the dift'erent results of

native prejudice, climatic conditions and geographical situation, indi-

genous conflicts and long centuries of a'.'te: mined meditation and

meandering practice. No wonder there were gods and goddesses

(jf nearly everything under the sun—love, lust, v/isdom. folly, beauty,

deformity, jealousy, hate, creation, destruction, war, wine, power
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and prosperity. There were gods active and faineant. Demiurges

and Osiris, Orpheus and Horus, Agni and Varuna, Kuan-Ti and

Kuan-Yin ; there were even deities of old ( so Heine and Nietzsche

say) who actually laughed themselves to death a1 man's petty postu-

lates and predications. What then would they do today when man's

motives are mercenary, his schemes selfish and his aspirations arti-

ficial? Huxley says they would feel too sad to laugh and only too

glad to die. Even what are now monotheistic religions were origi-

nauy ambitious cults which took over all the divine attributes and

theological predications of preceding and contemporary pantheons,

and bundled them all up into one being without omnipresent powers

and multiple personality. Early Judaism was a religion of wrath

and rancor, for Jahveh was always either jealous or proud, in a

rage or skillfully hiding in ambiguity. The Jews of old were as

prejudicial against the mortahsm of the Sadducees as they were

scornful of the mercenary vulgarism of the Philistines. With the

Greeks and patristic writers religion was guided by philosophic and

apologetic persuasion, but the Romans turned back to a religion of

power based upon the revision of pagan and Mithraic sources.

Proto-Christianity counselled meekness and renunciation because it

v>as a religion of fear and futile ambition (futile at that time, at

least). Excepting the few rare thinkers who strove to develop a

logical apology and conciliation no one had the courage to oppose,

nor the abihty to analyze and expurgate the pagan creed, but felt

content merely to cast flat denials and sharp anathemas at it, event-

ually (and literally, we must also admit) talking Christianity to

extinction, and it has been a dead issue ever since. Even today no

really constructive criticism or sincere effort at ritual reformation

is welcome, the rubrics are supposedly the dogmatic word of God

and therefore above the need of human tampering. However, mere

antiquity of religious traditions is no valid or sufficient credential

of their truth or power to inspire. They may be forceful and fasci-

nating without necessarily being also factual and free from fallacy.

Hence, they argue no conviction except on those already given to

blind belief, already half stupid, intellectually lazy and incapable of

any critical aspiration to examine their content of truth or telicity.

Bruno Lessing says that an interestine chapter is beine written

in the great History of Hypocrisy, and that every hvpocrit invari-

ably wraps himself in a mantle of bunk morality. That's a good

word, Bunk ; it is so charmingly versatile and omnipresent ; it

reminds one of the old Jewish Jehosopbat whose inefYable covenant
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replaced the previous Elohist tlieocracy with artificial propaganda

and shrewd character analysis. Bunk morality is the Jenkins mind

taking an active interest in religion—it is always businesslike and

uses indiscriminate force and flattery. There was some element of

bunk morality and religion practiced by that society of repentent

Friends whose doctrine of nonresistance did not keep their pietism

wholly honest, for we find them devising Quaker cannon and dummy
garrisons to scare Cornwallis' men away. And there is a far greater

proportion of bunk religion in that highly predatory and pragmatic

institution which claims that with sophist psalter and sanctimonious

unction a knave's last davs may be blessed and his sins so well

greased that he can slip into Heaven unnoticed. No wonder Nean-

der said that it is sin that makes theologians ; a really wise and good

man will have nothing to do with either sin or theology, they are

both sources of rancor and revenge. His friend and teacher, Schlei-

ermacher, shared Schelling's critical romanticism and is now recog-

nized as one of the great pioneers in the philosophy of religion. We
are only now, after a whole century of vain wrangling and vituper-

ative rancor, just beginning to realize his prophetic decision that psy-

chology will ultimately show that true religion embraces and inspires

man's zvholc life: that it is not merely an emotional or anagogic

response to ambiguous preachments, not a melodramatic refinement

of the moral life nor a rhetorical representation of its fundamental

relationship to spiritual aspiration, but simply a composite spiritual-

ization and melioristic synthesis of all man's nobler functions and

duties, aims and aspirations. The inner experience of piety or

devout feeling need not be denied on losing the validative support

of critical thought, because it still has a mystic or symbolic meaning

giving it religious value and significance. The immediacy of piety

is its highest charm and credential of virtue ; it is this intuitive feei-

ng which supports the individual in his reverence for eternal truths

and infinite love. Religious feeling harmonizes all our lesser facul-

ties, sensory, intellectual, volitional and afifective, into an immediate

consciousness of our dependence upon Divine Grace and Justice,

upon the infinite and universal life of all things which have their

being in God.

Kierkegaard, one of Denmark's most original and fruitful think-

ers, devoted his life to Ihc religious aesthetic of "being a Christian,"

a real living exemplar of the divine life showing men the mediocrity

of mercenarv motives as well as the wicked and futile (because fal-

lacious ) policy behind their customary pragmatic faith and expedi-
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ency-morality. Like Socrates, he believed devoutly in the moral

necessity of ''making difificulties" where it was natural for others to

"take things easy," for without toil and trouble and obstacles to

overcome, our spirit soon grows flabby, inert, lazy, weak and an

easy victim to subtle arts and mischiefs. In his Philosophiske Smuler

he approaches romantically life's particular problem. Salvation, and

says that religious faith must be divested of our intellectual atten-

tion to historical events, time-relations and material catastrophes.

God does not submit to intellectual power or subterfuge, and hence,

in the devout passion of religious trust and pious expectancy, such

physical and logical propositions as the intellect cherishes are set

aside, rendered non-essential and irrelevant. From first to last,

then, under the comfort and guidance of this conviction, Kierkegaard

lived, not for some vaguely conceived, abstract universal idea, but

for the individual soul, its present possibilities, its future betterment

and its ultimate salvation. Just some such an actually-lived Chris-

tian life is what we all need todav in place of the vast concert of

casuist ethics, duplex morality and hypocritical religion. In France

at least great impetus may be given us in this direction since the

celebrated philosopher, Fmile Boutroux, has undertaken to direct

the affairs of the Fondation Thiers, and brings to bear on all its

students, patrons and devotees the new conception of education as

no more then mere acquisition of knowledge, but the development

of our whole life and being, all our powers, functions, possibilities

and creative capacities. He is especially anxious to show that moral-

ity is a spontaneous discrimination between right and wrong, good

and bad, truth and falsehood ; that it assumes that thought is devel-

oped already to the extent that the moral person is intelligent first

and good by natural consequence. It is not by recourse to blind

will, not through the chance virtue afi^ected by wise weaklings or

clever worldlings, but through the emphatic and intelligent cultiva-

tion of free spiritual insight, energy and initiative, through the indi-

vidual's personal nobility, honor and power to think, act, choose and

aspire spontaneously that morality is to be had as a really operative

and sincere process in life. No man has ever been really good nor

even really converted to religious sincerity when only urged by the

external force of law or the internal importunities of hunger or lack

of shelter. He must have some spiritual inclination, some religious

feeling and insight already, before he can be converted or aroused to

virtue.
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Religious hypocrites always argue a suave defense of their duplic-

ity, saying they believe so-and-so even though they don't practice it.

It is not their private sentiment, cherished because an agreeable

balm to conscience, but the conduct which they actually pursue from

day to day, that shows what they really believe in. They really

believe only in the world and what it gives them, not in the nobler

spirituelle of honest aspiration and heroic sacrifice which shall give

them a less artificial prestige in the next life. If their present lives

were not so ambiguous and rhyomistic they would not even inter-

pret the next world in terms of Heaven and Hell, in terms of self-

satisfaction and antral vengeance. Our popular debauchery of

morals in an artificial hope and hypocritical religious outlook finds

expression in the depressing fact that it is gradually becoming more

and more fashionable to affect worldly sophistication, vulgar senti-

ment, lazy luxury, selfish fallacy, social folly and irreligious atti-

tudes toward life. It is all a result of our modern vagaries in edu-

cation, the false culture which aims at material acquisition and sens-

ory satisfaction ; we strive to develop new fashions but neglect to

develop what little soul, what few spiritual powers we have with us

always. Our pietism is a sad subterfuge of specious prestige, an

artificial longing for personal power and pleasure ; so how can our

religious programs offer anything acceptable without mixing in a

large portion of hedonism, money-grubbing, "success" and jazz?

Do we not sin greatly when, in moral or intellectual pride, we assume

superiority to Decalog and Demiurgos, taking more delight in per-

usal of the Decameron than in studious interpretation of the Dox-

oloev-" How came we to possess authority to presume ourselves

beyond the reach of God's law, superior to Nature, above reproach

regarding our motives, tastes and tactics? These things are not

even bevond our own critical consideration and occasional repudia-

tion, and they are certainly very finite and ignoble when, in the

course of application or resort, we feel hurt and vindictive at the

pettv umbrage of untactful companions or grow intolerant of the

exhortations of teachers and counsellors. Vital lies and hypocrisy

are necessarv onlv so long as we choose to remain fools and vandals,

world-seekers and weaklings.

True culture and religion are not mutually exclusive, but comple-

mentary and have identical aims, for both would realize a perfect

development and expression of all our faculties, talents and aspira-

tions. Roth recognize that the individual has value and destinv only

when his genius for wisdom and virtue is given proper culture and
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refinement, inspiration and enlightenment, motivation and adjust-

ment. All one's noblest possibilities of head, hand and heart ; intel-

lect, body and soul ; will, affection and conscience being recognized

and disciplined to the best and most efficient use, means that he has

outgrown all wordly artifice, vengeful rancor, deceitful tactics and

selfish pride. With this unusual accomplishment well in hand a

man can be called really educated, for he will not show any vulgar

signs of bad taste, ignorance or irreverence. On the other hand, it

is not necessary to take refuge in an intellectual suicide nor purposely

shipwreck our philosophic emprise through the. Universe in order to

collect payment on our religious policy. Theism can be scientific

and philosophical just as readily as it can be superstitious and fal-

lacious. Religion can be open-minded and devout just as easily as

it can be dogmatic and forever plotting revenge. Thus, religious

faith and cultural education can be the recognized handmaidens to

our spiritual progress if we so desire and use them, but we must

ask that they be sincere, courageous and devout, liberal, loyal and

creative, and not mere caricatures of culture or creed. There must

be honest enlightenment and spiritual exaltation all along the line

of march, else our progress be only a specious acquisition of power,

an artificial achievement, an illusion to deceive myopic fools. Let

us review some of the religious aspects and moral corollaries of

progress and decay.

True progress is produced in the laboratory of the soul. It is

the result of spiritual attention to duty, of moral achievement

brought to bear on the social needs of life. Three principal features

mark any age of progress ; these are character education, economic

justice and social service. If a community is grown corrupt, unjust

and selfish, its life is just that much narrowed and made miserable,

whence it cannot help but be torn and tortured by the many mis-

chiefs and meannesses of graft, luxury-lust, extravagance, hedonism,

injustice and exploitation. Thence it will soon be on the way to

decay and failure as a normally balanced, peaceful and prosperous

commonwealth. The reason is that no group, community, state,

nation or world-federation can remain peaceful, prosperous, happy
or make progress while it contains (i. e., entertains those religious

faiths and moral ambiguities which help to maintain) the many con-

flicting elements of power and passion, crime and corruption within

its borders. Society is whole and healthy when it is made up of

saintly souls as well as savants, mystics as well as merchants and
mechanics, dreamers and clerks. We may claim that our life is
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about as perfect as possible, tbat our age is fairly free and success-

ful because we have clever artists and artisans, delicate and beautiful

works of r.rt, useful and efficient industrial products, vast political

and economic machinery, both private and public power to imagine,

plan, construct or achieve great things. But is civilization wholly a

success on these merits alone, when we still lack spirituality, love,

honor, intellectual courage and moral nobility, while we are still so

universally ignorant, foolish, intolerant and covetous, while we are

still so indiscriminate and promiscuous in our thoughts and deeds,

while we are still so intellectually irresponsible, emotionally unstrung,

erotic and hysterical—in fact, while our souls are still corrupt and

deformed, wretched and bungling in the very basic things supposed

to make for value and destiny, success and significance in our indi-

vidual lives?* I do not doubt that with conditions as they are today,

no one will deny that there is much room for reform, many oppor-

tunities for improvement even in this raucous would-be golden age

of science and invention, greed, debauchery and spoliation.

Intelligence is no one's enemy. It is the friend and guide of all

who will admit it into the inner circle of their company ; it is the

constant coimsellor of prudence, the mainstay of fortitude, and the

loyal paraclete of those who sorrow. To be intelligent is no easy

quondam afifair, however. It demands tolerance, largesse, tact, inno-

cence, generosity, courage, love, sympathy, consideration, justice,

confidence and devotion. It is ever ready to serve the noble cause of

the soul's pilgrimage making progress possible and afifording protec-

tion against decadence, ennui, umbrage and caducite. It senses dan-

ger and counsels wise procedure ; it guides aspirant souls through

al 1 this world's temptations, trials, seductions and mistakes ; it

shows the many pitfalls which await the fool and makes us wary

of all artifice and subtle fascinations. An intelligent man leaves

nothing to luck, chance or blind automatism. He uses his head so

that his hands and feet will have discerning usefulness, so that his

mind will work efficiently, his conduct be de\-out and dignified, his

heart feel free in its humility, its conscience and discretion. New
problems daily arise, life takes on new phases of relation and re-
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straint, and it is necessary that intelligence should supply solutions

and adjustments to meet the new situations. To be a reasoning

being then, and take an intelligent interest in life, means that we
seek versatility, that we cut down our spiritual limitations, and

enlarge our mental horizon, that we draw upon the inexhaustible

energies within vis which make for open-mindedness, courage,

knowledge, artistic talent, justice and resourcefulness. With these

well-developed and properly used we can soon be wise and good,

and being wise and good we will also soon be living reverent lives

of piety and peace.
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"NEW LIGHT ON THE PROBLEM OF EVIL"

To the Editor of The Open Court :

In vour March. 1924, number, Victor S. Yarros Rives some beautiful quo-

tations on the "Problem of Evil," and concludes that if there be anv solution

of the problem, it must be scientific, or in a scientific religion. The late Paul

Carus has said in his wonderful virritings that "Science is Holy." and I believe

a studv of his manv books and essays would give such a solution as Mr. Yarros

indicates.

Is not the problem like those of Light and Darkness ; Heat and Cold ; Up
and Down; Positive and Negative and the Squaring of the Circle?

Doctor Carus has shown us many truths, and amongst them the fact that

some old so-called problems were not problems at all. and could not ask for

anv solution, as that: "if an irresistible bodv meet an immovable one, what

would happen?" He shows that that would imply two infinities, as impossibility,

and the "statement" passes like the question : "if b'ack is wh'te. what will hip-

pen?" We no longer beg questions by asking whether God can make twice two

equal five?

Light being defined as the efifect of ether waves, or of ion patterings on

the nerves of the eye. it is a "Feeling," and "subjective " We may ask whether

God could make an eve that would forever respond to such irritations, and

enjoy etern.'il Light ! Perhaps the eye could keep up the sensations if they were

varied from time to time but a uniform light would destroy its own effects in

time, to say nothing of the law of conservation.

Life is manifested in "Feelings." and feelings are subject to the condition

of change, because with no change in feelings or motions a merely frozen con-

dition would ensue—no motion, no life.

The next thought to arise in our solution is one of having God make the

change in feeling forever upwards, so that each day we should be able to say

:

"I am happier today than I was yesterday." Scientifically, here again, we

should meet the question of the law of conservation of energy. Also the ques-

tion of the ability of the nerves to stand a high degree of exaltation. Other-

wise we might ask a slow life, like the supposed life of the clam, increasing

in happiness only a little day by day! Even then, the other difficulties would

arise, such as memory of the past lower enjovment. or of dear friends left

behind, or of comparisons and wishes the same as we now have. In a word.
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a thousand fancies, imaginations and wonders would have to be rearranged to

make this new way to a "Heaven !"

As we now "live and move and have our being in God" our lives, or "Feel-

inRs" are in wave motions, and as we go uo the slope of a wave, we say we

are enioving more happiness, and as we go down, we sigh, but know that the

comparisons are necessary to appreciation of our blessings.

Herbert Spencer has said that practically all of life's activities are in wave

motions, including all of nature's works.

Some modern philosophers believe we are making a new and better ethics

for our "Life in God" all the time, according to Evolution, and how grand it

is to feel that already we can see the improvement in humanity, in business, in

charity, for all nations and Creeds, in kindness to animals, in contentment and

better health for ourselves, and a longer life.

We are learning that Death (which comes sometimes in earthquakes) is

perhaps not an evil in itself, after all. No more than sleep.

We seem to have reached an uncertainty in the old beliefs in Spirits, though

the ancient Egyptians and early Hebrews were weak on that belief themselves,

while some of us well-educated moderns have gone far in it

!

There are old and untenable beliefs about the "personality" of God, and

even so, we have rather ridiculous ideas about Spirits, and it is very wholesome

that the Ghost superstitions of the Middle Ages are nearly gone.

But these good changes are not reasons for giving up hopes and beliefs

in a scientific mode of existence by electricity or ions or some holy and un-

dreamed-of future Quite as bevond us now as is the New World to ancient

and revered Prophets ! "Science is Holy." and it always leaves us as much

of infinite hope in a future as have ever any superstition-made Utopias. Do
we fear death? Why, some vast religions make a heaven of hopes of an extinc-

tion in an utter rest and freedom from all care. We find a similar condition

in sleep, and some seek death as a refuge. We may be sure of a future in our

children, and in the influences of our work as good citizens. And all the beau-

tiful time, we have a right to hope for a finer future than any dream of any

poet thus far in this world

!

But Science is teaching us to walk on the paths God has made, and not to

repeat the olden error of torturing our fellow creatures to live in superstitious

regions evolved from unproven guesses and fancies, or fears

!

Again, as to the "miseries" of people's lives : we are prone to imagine others'

sufferings as unendurable and horrible, while if we think to go to ea^h person

we know, or can reach, and inquire into their conditions, we shall surely find

them enioving the vicissitudes of life about the same as ourselves, as nearly as

one can place himself in another's feelings and inherited influences. There are

hard sufferings, and most of us have our turns at them, but we must in general

confess that our balance of happiness and woe is largely on the side of joy, and

a fear of having to go in death and leave it ! Wars and Commerce have always

broadened the minds of men, and so the World War has done for millions, and

we see one beautiful effect in the broad view that we can not eliminate the old

Churches in a year or even in a generation, and, since they contain our best

ethics of a thousand years or more, it is far be.st to take them as they are, and
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use them, and at the same time g:row with them into the better conditions that

we can plainly see developing year by year. And indeed, we see the increase

in Church attendance already, and in the building of new ones. Yes : we know
that their Pastors and many of their members are squirming at some of the old

inconsistencies and ridiculous teachings of a cruder age, but the truth is seen

gaining all the time, and we feel sure the end will be for the good of all, and
that the stubbornness of the simple-minded will be conquered by more light,

and by love, the thing they worship.

Aerain. as to the problem of Evil : when we have light without darkness,

and warmth without cold, and up without down, we shall have happiness without

clouds. Let us live with God in evolution of the better world.

Harry Lee Bailey.

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
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